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Abstract 
 

Microgrids are electrical energy generation, consumption, and grid-interaction systems, 

which are built with generator-based, autonomous controls and utility interconnection devices. 

These systems act to protect sensitive and critical loads during abnormal grid events, physical 

disruptions, or pricing spikes, in theory, by providing localized, distributed generation and 

islanding capability. Although the positive aspects of microgrids are numerous, their adoption 

into society has not yet taken root. Microgrids, generally, are not integrated into situations where 

they would excel, and no microgrids, as of yet, are available for purchase. One of the many 

reasons for this lack of expansion into the electrical ecosystem has been the dearth of standards 

for microgrids, specifically for islanding detection methods and techniques.  

This thesis outlines the historical context of the standards making process where the 

microgrid standard will one day live, presents an updated, high-level, conceptualization of 

microgrid standards as applicable to islanding detection methods, provides simulation of 

example microgrid IDMs, and showcases experimental work in this area. These contributions 

seek to add to the discussion by extending and forming novel ideas for microgrids with respect to 

islanding detection and the IEEE 1547 standard.  
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Introduction 
 

 
From critical load protection to islanding to defense against high electricity prices, 

microgrids have many beneficial qualities. So with the numerous benefits, it is a wonder 

why microgrids, as an idea and physical product, are not in common use, neither 

linguistically nor physically. This thesis will outline the standards behind distributed 

generation (DG), extending them into the microgrid space and seeking to provide theory, 

simulation, and experimental work to advance microgrids.  

One of the many reasons why microgrids may not be widely used may be the lack 

of standards or uniform compliance testing for microgrids. For example, no “microgrid” 

standard is published, although one is in the works – IEEE P1547.4 – but it is still in draft 

form (since 2003). To ground the reasons as to why microgrids are not prevalent in the 

electrical ecosystem, one must look to energy technology deployment theory for answers. 

Deployment theory stems from the last step of a documented four-step process for 

innovation known as RD3. The steps are research, development, demonstration, and 

deployment (RD3). In general terms for microgrids, research, development, and 

demonstration have already occurred. A number of microgrid demonstration sites show 

this progress [1]. Microgrids are therefore on the beginning of the very long climb of 

being deployed into common use. This deployment comes with many barriers to be 

broken down and problems to be solved.     

Energy technology deployment (ETD) theory seeks to examine the barriers 

behind why it is difficult for energy technologies to come into common use, and to study 
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proposed solutions to decrease these barriers. Six ETD barriers exist: 1) Cost, 2) 

Network Infrastructure, 3) Slow Capital Stock Turnover, 4) Market Development and 

Organization, 5) Information, and 6) Financing Options [2]. With respect to microgrids 

the case for why they are not more quickly moving toward deployment could be 

explained with any combination of the six barriers above, but the focus for this thesis will 

be on the ‘Market Development and Organization’ barrier, leaving the others for separate 

analyses. Specifically, every market has built-in real or implied rules that govern its 

operation. When these rules are geared in such a way as to hinder entry of new 

technologies, the rules must be changed. One way to change the rules is through the 

creation of standards. IEEE 1547 is a standard meant to change the rules of distributed 

generator markets in order to build a uniform setup, testing, and compliance regime for 

their use. Until this IEEE 1547 standard is expanded to islanded electrical systems with 

1547.4 in its final form, microgrids will not have a genuine standard that can be applied 

to them uniquely. Microgrids have an energy technology barrier standing in their way. As 

the 1547.4 standard no doubt seeks to bring down this barrier, this thesis seeks to do the 

same, by examining how the published sections of IEEE 1547 standard and islanding 

detection methodology literature could be extended to microgrids.  

This analysis will occur on three levels. First, conceptual theories are derived to 

give context to a microgrid’s unique operation with respect to the standard, taking queues 

from a review of the literature. Second, simulations are conducted to show the limits of 

current standard compliance and abnormal event detection technology (i.e. islanding 

detection methods). In addition to a simulation of traditional passive IDMs for the 
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microgrid application, a passive, microswitch-based method is proposed using harmonic 

voltage or current magnitudes. Third, experimental results of microswitch-based IDM 

testing, among others, are included. These three levels, in total, provide a foundation for 

islanding detection methods for microgrids. In addition to the work provided in this 

thesis, further research still needs to be undertaken to 1) extend, test, and verify the 

multitude of passive methods theoretically applicable at the microswitch, 2) create, 

develop, and implement novel microswitch-specific active methods, and 3) outline, 

document, and standardize microgrid testing to make it easy, uniform, and common.  

Research facilities, both public and private, and companies, who have interests in 

microgrid deployment, are responsible for completing this further research. With 

additional forces behind this effort, providing R&D, demonstration sites, and 

commercialization work, microgrid deployment can slowly come into being, making 

microgrids a technology of the future, and not a futuristic relic of the past.  
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Chapter 1   Literature Review 
  

Microgrids are electrical networks built with autonomous controls, comprising 

sources, loads and perhaps energy storage at the distribution level built to interact with 

the utility grid, or live apart from it. Microgrids allow for greater, local control of 

electricity generation, usually to protect sensitive or critical loads during system 

disturbances including blackouts, brownouts, or price spikes. Recently, a clean 

technology market research firm, claimed microgrid system revenues would reach $1.7 

billion by 2016, attracting $7.8 billion of investment by 2015 [3][4]. But, even with their 

many benefits and correspondingly upbeat financial forecasts, the microgrid concept is 

still emerging. Microgrids are even without an accepted and published IEEE “microgrid” 

standard. IEEE standard P1547.4, which is being designed to cover microgrid electric 

power system interconnections (island-capable systems in general), is still in draft form. 

The draft started in late 2003 [5]. This “microgrid” standard would detail industry-wide 

rules, and it would also become the designated U.S. national standard [6].  

One contentious area of concern for this future microgrid standard will be 

islanding detection and its methods thereof, as detailed for distributed resources in the 

previous IEEE 1547-1547.3 standards [7][8][9][10]. Knowing the islanding status of a 

distributed resource (DR) has historical roots in worker safety and distributed resource 

management [7]. Few authors in the literature mention the need for extending this 

concept of islanding detection to microgrid research and development work. Brief 

discussions are usually given in the introductory or concluding remarks of only a small 
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subset of the journal articles reviewed here. Even though the literature has yet to break 

into the realm that requires mapping islanding detection methods (IDM) to microgrids, 

the need is ever present. Without a standard yet filling this gap, both theoretical and 

technical research is needed to develop demonstrated and reliable techniques, and to 

provide benchmarks to inform the body of literature, a body of literature that may be used 

as a resource for developing future standards. As a first step, the core concept of an 

electrical island must first be addressed.  

1.1 The Electrical “Island” 

With respect to an electrical system, what is an island? An island is at least one 

electricity-generating source that feeds local loads without being connected to (i.e. while 

being isolated from) any larger electrical system, like the utility grid. A distributed 

resource (DR) is an island if a grid disconnection upstream of the DR opens, leaving the 

DR to operate and energize the local electric power system by itself with energy flowing 

beyond the point of common coupling between itself and the utility. IDMs are algorithms 

that allow for the presence of an electrical island to be detected. At the point of common 

coupling (PCC) of the DR, IDMs may use the system’s electrical characteristics, or 

inverter feedback and logic algorithms to identify conditions corresponding with an 

islanding event. These IDMs are important because they help grid or DR operators know 

the “islanding status” of their energized DR system. These methods give additional 

information for use in required control of these islanding situations.  
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1.2 Islanding Detection Method Nomenclature  

The study of IDMs within the field of DRs has been known under different names 

over the years. These names include islanding detection, non-islanding, anti-islanding, 

and unintentional islanding. All these names are referring to islanding events where the 

DR operators are not controlling the islanding event. The event is imposed (forced) on 

them by grid-based events. For example, abnormal voltage and frequency events can 

force a microgrid into islanding. The dual of unintentional (forced) islanding is a 

controlled islanding event, also known as intentional (unforced) islanding. For example, 

microgrids can disconnect from the grid whenever they “want” to, independent of 

electrical disturbances. The four names listed above are the same name for the 

categorization of the actions to protect against an islanding event that is imposed onto the 

DR, and not controlled by it. All these designations have two components. First, they 

include an islanding detection method, which uses some combination of indicators that 

specifically show that islanding is occurring. Second, they include a disconnection action 

resulting in the separation of the DR from the local electric power system (EPS) as 

required by IEEE 1547. These two actions are needed in concert to meet all requirements. 

For this thesis, islanding detection methods (IDM) will be used as the general 

nomenclature, describing the two-pronged action set needed for islanding events.  

1.3 Historical Context 

Historically, concern for DR islanding has roots in photovoltaic (PV) inverter 

research. A number of reports document research efforts that have the goal of fostering 
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the solar industry, and include research on islanding. In [11] and [12], islanding 

detection is the main focus, outlining both local and remote, and also passive and active 

methods. As described in both of these reports the research, aggregation, and 

categorization of islanding methods was completed to help the solar industry with the 

islanding topic. IEEE 1547, so far, is a logical extension of these DR interconnection 

concerns that first made themselves present in the solar PV inverter industry.  

1.4 The IEEE 1547 Standard 

IEEE 1547 is a relatively recent standard that is still growing to maturity. 

Discussions for this standard began around the turn of the millennium, and a number of 

published sections of the standard have been produced with more additions on the way. 

Table 1 gives a comprehensive overview of the IEEE 1547 standard to date. So far, four 

sections of the standard have been published: 1) an overview section 1547, 2) a test 

procedures section 1547.1, 3) an interconnection section 1547.2, and 4) a monitoring, 

information exchange, and control section 1547.3. The first two reports 1547 and 1547.1 

were published before the enactment of the Energy Policy Act of 2005 (EPAct05). Then, 

the EPAct05 established IEEE 1547, under Section 1254 of this federal statute, to be a 

national standard [6]. Conformance to IEEE 1547 is required for all DR interconnection 

situations in the United States.   

Table 1. Listing of the IEEE 1547 standards both published and drafted 
IEEE 

Standard 
Title No. 

Standard Name 
Published 

or 
Drafted 

Year  Publishing 
Date 

1547 
IEEE Standard for Interconnecting 
Distributed Resources with Electric 

Power Systems 
Published 2003 July 28th, 

2003 
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1547.1 

IEEE Standard Conformance Test 
Procedures for Equipment 

Interconnecting Distributed 
Resources with Electric Power 

Systems 

Published 2005 July 1st, 
2005 

1547.2 
IEEE Standard for Interconnecting 
Distributed Resources with Electric 

Power Systems 
Published 2008 April 15th, 

2009 

1547.3 

IEEE Guide for Monitoring, 
Information Exchange, and Control 

of Distributed Resources 
Interconnected with Electric Power 

Systems 

Published 2007 November 
16th, 2007 

P1547.4 

Draft Guide for Design, Operation, 
and Integration of Distributed 
Resource Island Systems with 

Electric Power Systems 

Drafted - - 

P1547.5 

Draft Technical Guidelines for 
Interconnection of Electric Power 

Sources Greater Than 10 MVA to the 
Power Transmission Grid 

Drafted - - 

P1547.6 

Draft Recommended Practice for 
Interconnecting Distributed 

Resources with Electric Power 
Systems Distribution Secondary 

Networks 

Drafted - - 

P1547.7 
Draft Guide to Conducting 

Distribution Impact Studies for 
Distributed Resource Interconnection 

Drafted - - 

P1547.8 

Recommended Practice for 
Establishing Methods and Procedures 

that Provide Supplemental Support 
for Implementation Strategies for 
Expanded Use of IEEE Standard 

1547 

Drafted - - 

The IEEE 1547 standard published in 2003 sets the stage for the next sections and 

gives specifics on the nature of interconnecting DR(s), including information on islanding 

detection. Tables 2, 3, and 4 outline the voltage, frequency, and harmonic current ranges, 

thresholds, and clearing times for the entire IEEE 1547 standard. Table 2 shows the 

voltage range for under and over voltage events. In the last column, the clearing time is 
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given. The clearing time is the time allowable for the DR to stay connected to the local 

EPS without disconnection. If a DR is disconnected equal to or less than this clearing 

time, it will be compliant with the IEEE 1547 standard. Otherwise, it is not compliant. 

Table 3 gives the clearing time information for DR disconnection during an under or over 

frequency event. Finally, Table 4 shows the limits to odd and even current harmonics 

between the DR and the grid, but does not include clearing times related to these limits. 

Table 2. IEEE 1547 Voltage Standard Settings 
Voltage 

(208VLL RMS - Base) Line-to-Line (LL) Line-to-Neutral 
(LN) - 

Voltage Range 
(% of base voltage) 

Voltage Value 
Range 

Voltage Value 
Range 

Clearing 
Time 

(seconds) 
V < 50% V < 104VLL V < 60VLN 0.16 

50% ≤ V < 88% 104VLL ≤ V < 
183VLL 

60VLN ≤ V < 
105.7VLN 2.00 

110% < V < 120% 228.8VLL < V < 
249.6VLL 

132.1VLN < V < 
144.1VLN 1.00 

V ≥ 120% V ≥ 249.6VLL V ≥ 144.1VLN 0.16 
 

Table 3. IEEE 1547 Frequency Standard Settings (For a Distributed Resource 
> 30kW) 

Frequency Range  
(60Hz = Normal Operation) Clearing Time (seconds) 

> 60.5 Hz 0.16 
< {59.8 – 57.0} Hz Adjustable 0.16 to 300 

< 57.0 Hz 0.16 

All islanding detection methods must comply with these specific clearing time 

limits. These voltage, frequency, and harmonic current limits are now the national 

standard. The creation of these standards was important because it set uniform rules for 

all in the U.S. to follow. But, until P1547.4 is published, uniform national standards will 

not be available for microgrid systems.  
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 Islanding detection methods were in development before the IEEE 1547 

standard was published in 2003, and they continue to be developed to the present. 

Numerous IDMs exist, ranging from the simple to the complex, and from the inverter 

scale to the utility grid scale. An exhaustive list of IDMs is presented in Table 5. During 

the review of the IDM literature, 35 methods were found. The name of the method, its 

abbreviation, and a description of its operation can be found in Table 5. This table should 

be used in conjunction with Figure 1 in order to understand the complete structure of 

existing IDMs.  

Table 4. IEEE 1547 Maximum Harmonic Current Distortion (Even harmonics limited to 25% of the odd 
harmonics) 

Individual 
harmonic 
order h 
(Odd) 

h < 11 11 ≤ h < 17 17 ≤ h < 23 23 ≤ h < 35 35 ≤ h 
Total 

Demand 
Distortion 

Percent (%) 4.0 2.0 1.5 0.6 0.3 5.0 
Individual 
harmonic 
order h 
(Even) 

h < 11 11 ≤ h < 17 17 ≤ h < 23 23 ≤ h < 35 35 ≤ h - 

Percent (%) 1 0.5 0.375 0.15 0.075 - 

1.5 IDM Hierarchy  

The designation of ‘islanding detection methods’ is the banner under which the 35 

methods, and any future methods, are categorized. IDMs are first broken down into 

remote or local methods. Remote methods are based at the electrical grid level where 

utility or network operators would monitor islanding information and control relays, or 

DR(s) directly. Four main methods exist under the subsection of remote IDMs: 1) Power 

Line Carrier Communications (PLCC), 2) Signal Produced by a Disconnect (SPD), 3) 

Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA), & 4) Transfer Trip (TT).  
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Local methods are based, traditionally, at the inverter, where DR(s) can use 

information gathered autonomously to make disconnection decisions. Local IDMs are 

further categorized into passive or active methods. Passive methods use measured values 

of current, voltage, or power in various ways. Thresholds are then set against these 

measurements, and when these measured values exit the normal operating range, a trip 

relay will initiate. Active methods use signal injection, positive feedback, or controlled 

distortion to provide islanding detection indicators. These methods, generally, have 

smaller errors than passive methods. A number of methods are available for use by the 

inverter for detecting islanding as Figure 1 shows. The location where the IDM works is 

very important, especially as the extension of this topic to microgrids is taken up. 

Through this root-like structure, the breadth of IDMs can be graphically seen.  

The detail and organization of the IDM structure will be key in understanding the 

extension of IDMs into the microgrid space. This structure, and the methods it contains in 

its current form, is not well suited to microgrids. Explanation of a better IDM data 

structure will be presented in the next section of this thesis. 

Table 5. Islanding detection methods, associated abbreviations, and descriptions [13] [14] 
No. Method Name Abbrev. Description 
1 Under/Over Voltage UOV UOV based on voltage change during islanding event 
2 Under/Over Frequency UOF UOF based on frequency change during islanding event 

3 Phase Jump Detection PJD 
A present threshold defines an acceptable change in the phase 

angle, when this limit is exceeded, an island condition is 
detected 

4 Rate of Change of 
Frequency ROCOF Due to grid disconnection, a power imbalance occurs causing a 

frequency change that is used for islanding detection 

5 Rate of Change of 
Frequency Over Power ROCOFOP 

When a detection index is greater than a preset threshold, a 
counter increases by one. Islanding is detected when this 

counter is greater than a given threshold. 

6 Vector Surge Relay VSR 

A minimum terminal voltage trigger’s the VSR’s blocking 
function, updating every zero crossing. The ‘trip’ signal from 

the VSR is blocked if the terminal voltage drops below the 
voltage threshold.  
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7 Rate of Change of 
Output Power ROCOP PCC voltage variation can indicate islanding when variation in 

the active power flows directly into the load. 
8 Voltage Harmonics VH Individual voltage harmonics indicate islanding status. 
9 Current Harmonics CH Individual current harmonics indicate islanding status. 

10 Sandia Voltage Shift SVS PCC voltage amplitude is varied. Then, positive feedback is 
used to activate islanding detection. 

11 Voltage Magnitude 
Variation VMV When there is no change in the injected PCC reactive power, 

but a large change in voltage magnitude, islanding is detected.  

12 Slip Mode Frequency 
Shift SMFS 

At each terminal voltage zero crossing, the inverter output 
current is varied with frequency. Positive feedback is used to 

shift the phase, and therefore frequency, of the PCC voltage to 
indicate islanding. 

13 Active Frequency Drift AFD 

A zero current segment is created to distort the current. After 
grid disconnection, the load-dependent inverter voltage and 

current phase angle will vary. To create a power factor of one, 
the frequency moves up or down, initiating the UOF relay.  

14 Sandia Frequency Shift SFS 
A zero current segment per half of the line cycle is inserted 
into the waveform. A positive feedback activates frequency-

based islanding detection.  

15 Automatic Phase Shift APS 

The inverter’s output current starting angle is varied according 
to the terminal voltage frequency. Each time the terminal 

voltage frequency stabilizes another phase shift is 
automatically introduced. Terminal voltage frequency 

deviations trip the UOF relay. 

16 Frequency Jump FJ 

Dead zones are inserted, pattern-like, into the output current. 
Under disconnection, FJ prevents islanding either by enabling 

1) UOF reaction, or 2) inverter detection of PCC voltage 
variation matching the inverter pattern.  

17 Reactive Power Export 
Error Detection RPEED 

Controlled, periodic reactive power changes introduce a phase 
shift between the output current and voltage, resulting in load-
dependent voltage frequency changes, tripping the UOF relay.  

18 Impedance Detection ID 

The inverter periodically adds a disturbance to its output 
current. PCC voltage is monitored. If a voltage change 

matching the current disturbance is detected, the impedance is 
higher, the grid is disconnected, and the inverter is islanding. 

Otherwise it is connected to the lo-impendence grid.  

19 Reactance Insertion RI 
Upon grid disconnection, a large reactance inside the island 
imbalances the reactive power requirement, resulting in an 

under frequency case.  

20 Detection of Impedance 
at a Specific Frequency DISF At the PCC, harmonic current at a specific frequency is 

injected, resulting in a harmonic voltage.  

21 Monitoring Switching 
Devices  MSD Combinations of various methods to detect an island are 

implemented in MSD. 

22 Power Line Carrier 
Communications PLCC 

A signal generator connects to the grid and continuously relays 
to a signal detector at the DG, using the power line as a 

communication medium. Signal continuity is the islanding 
indicator. 

23 Signal Produced by 
Disconnect SPD 

Telephone lines, microwave links, and other communication 
lines allow coordinating signals to connect the utility re-closer 

to the DG(s). 

24 Supervisory Control and 
Data Acquisition SCADA 

A master unit and a number of distributed remote terminal 
units create a SCADA system. Islanding signals are 

continuously tracked.  
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25 Transfer Trip TT Fiber optic lines are used to pass an islanding detection trip 
signal to the coordinating DG management system. 

26 Harmonic Current 
Injection HCI 

D- or q-axis harmonic current is injected into the PCC and the 
resulting voltage harmonics are measured as an islanding 

detection indicator.  
27 Covariance Index CI A covariance index is used as an indication of DG islanding.  

28 Adaptive Reactive 
Power Shift ARPS This method pushes the system into the UOF protection relay 

space.  

29 Wavelet Wavelet To visualize electric power system disturbances, the 
continuous wavelet transform can be computed.  

30 Artificial Neural 
Network ANN 

Back propagation is used for islanding detection in ANN. 
Large amounts of time are required for training and testing the 

network off-line.  

31 Kalman Filter KF 
Energy mismatch is calculated between the estimated third and 
fifth harmonics and the real ones, and this mismatch is used as 

the islanding indicator.  

32 Voltage and Power 
Factor Change VPFC Islanding is detected if the voltage’s rate of change is positive, 

and power factor changes ranges from 0.1 to -0.5.  

33 Comparison of Rate of 
Change of Frequency COROCOF 

Changes in frequency due to grid loss, and changes due to 
system disturbances are discriminated by this method. DG 

frequency is compared with grid frequency.  

34 
Voltage Unbalance and 

Total Harmonic 
Distortion 

VU/THD 

Monitoring and thresholds for both voltage-unbalance and total 
harmonic distortion terms are used for islanding detection. As 
a disadvantage, a load-switching event can cause a change in 

VU/THD even in grid-connected mode.  

35 Change of Output Power COP 
To break source-load balance conditions, the inverter output 

power is changed periodically. Unbalances are used for 
islanding detection.  

 

 
Figure 1. Islanding detection hierarchy promoted in the IDM literature [14] 
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1.6 IEEE Standard Compliance Testing for DR(s) 

IEEE 1547 also documents a standard procedure for testing DR units. This 

standard section was completed in 2005 with the publication of 1547.1. Islanding 

detection method testing is included in this section of the standard under the unintentional 

islanding test designation in Part 5.7.1. This test method uses the circuit shown in Figure 

2 from reference [8]. The equations for calculating the RLC load are also shown in Figure 

2. The controllable switches are labeled S1, S2, and S3. This islanding detection method 

circuit (or unintentional islanding circuit) is used to find the trip time of the IDM of the 

DR with the local area EPS. This trip time is then compared to the standard clearing 

times set in IEEE 1547 to gauge compliance. Under the test, S1 is opened, mimicking a 

grid fault or disturbance (akin to a blackout). The clearing time is the amount of time it 

takes for the islanding detection method to open S2, disconnecting the DR from the local 

area EPS. If this clearing time equal to or less than the clearing times of IEEE 1547, then 

the DR is in compliance. This circuit is the standard for all IDM compliance testing.  

The three equations of Figure 2 define the RLC circuit, which represents the local 

area EPS. These equations are not only important in that they define a parallel RLC 

system, but also important in that they so explicitly include the defining parameter, ‘P’, 

of the DR. This ‘P’ is the power – more specifically the export power – of the DR; also 

know colloquially as the nameplate power capacity. This export power ‘P’ becomes even 

more important as these concepts are extended into the microgrid arena. 
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R = 
V2
 P   L = 

V2
 (2πf)*P*Qf  

 

C = 
P*Qf

 (2πf)* V2  

 
Figure 2. Example islanding detection model for verifying appropriate method functionality where Qf is the 
quality factor, and voltage and power are both phase quantities (also known as the unintentional islanding 

test configuration) [8] 

1.7 Analysis Tools for IDMs 

Not all IDMs are created equal, and none of them are perfect. These imperfections 

in the methods can be documented using graphical methods. Two tools for IDM analysis 

are presented here: 1) mismatch spaces (MMS), and 2) load parameter spaces (LPS). 

Figure 3 shows the graphical representation of the IDM analytical tool hierarchy.  

 

 
 

Figure 3. Hierarchy of graphical tools for analyzing IDMs 
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A mismatch space (MMS) is an x-y space where certain non-detection zones 

(NDZ(s)) are defined and described as areas where an islanding detection method cannot 

perform its operation correctly. The x-y space of a MMS is called the power mismatch 

space or ΔP–ΔQ space as shown in Figure 4. For a MMS, ΔP and ΔQ are defined in the 

same manner as shown in Figure 4, where these parameters are the difference in active 

and reactive power from the grid, feeding the local area EPS. This ΔP and ΔQ from the 

grid, known as the “mismatch,” is very important because it affects the voltage and 

frequency at the PCC. The PCC is shown in Figure 4 as the node labeled ‘V, f’.  

 When S1 is opened ΔP and ΔQ will be instantaneously absent from the active and 

reactive power then feeding the local area EPS, which is modeled as an RLC load in 

Figures 2 and 4. When the active and reactive power mismatch quantities disappear, the 

voltage and frequency at the PCC will fluctuate to values related to the size of the 

mismatch. A MMS graph, like Figure 5, shows what levels of mismatch must be present 

for a given islanding detection method (under, over voltage and frequency – UOV/UOF) 

to function correctly or incorrectly (within the NDZ). 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Example compliance circuit (similar to Figure 2) used for the MMS [15] 
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Figure 5. Example (although contorted) mismatch space for under, over frequency and voltage testing [15] 

MMS(s) assist in describing how functional an islanding detection method is. If 

the NDZ of the MMS is very small, the IDM is considered very functional. If the NDZ of 

the MMS is large, the IDM is considered less functional. Most passive methods are 

riddled with inherent NDZ(s) [15].  

A detailed explanation of the mismatch space, as an extension of Figure 5, for the 

UOV and UOF methods is given in Figures 6 and 7, along with accompanying equations. 

Two references in the literature present very similar analyses of UOV/UOF in the MMS 

[15] [16]. Their differences are recounted here. Through rebuilding their work in 

MATLAB, and comparing their conclusions, the differences between the two MMS 

analyses were found to be very small. Both accounted for similarly sized NDZs for UOV, 

UOF IDMs. In extension, a three-dimensional model over the quality factor space was 

completed to more clearly show how the NDZ would change for variations in the quality 

factor. As described by the authors, and shown here graphically, the NDZ grows as the 

quality factor increases.    
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Figure 6. Rebuilt and simulated mismatch spaces for under, over frequency and voltage islanding detection 
method NDZs for two separate references.  Equations and information provided in reference [15] and [16] 
were used to build this more detailed simulation plane. Fig. 6 is the same as the Qf = 2.5 case in Fig. 5 but 

with equal (non-contorted) axes. 
Equations from Reference [15] Below 

(The equations below define the NDZ ‘red box’ above.) 
Equations from Reference [16] Below 

(The equations below define the NDZ ‘green box’ above.) 
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Figure 7. Modified three-dimensional mismatch spaces for under, over frequency and voltage islanding 

detection method over the Qf space, under two separate references.  Equations and information provided in 
reference [15] and [16] was extended to build this more detailed 3D simulation space. Figure 6 spaces are 

one ‘slice’ of each of these 3D models at Qf  = 2.5.  
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MMS(s) are limited in their functionality and explanatory reach. An MMS can 

only be used for passive IDMs. Passive IDMs are “technology neutral,” and they all can 

be compared using a “common performance index,” i.e., a MMS [15]. Active methods 

need a more advanced space for analysis. 

This more advanced analysis space is the load parameter space (LPS), which is 

considered to be a cousin of the MMS method. The LPS can be given in two types of 

spaces: 1) the quality factor space (Qf) vs. resonant frequency (fo), and 2) the inductance 

vs. normalized capacitance space.  

  
Figure 8. Rebuilt and simulated load parameter space for under, over frequency and active frequency drift 

method. In a LPS, both passive and active techniques can be compared to each other with respect to 
resonant frequency over the quality factor of the local area EPS [16]. 

 
Equations from Reference [16] 

(The equations below define the NDZ(s) above, which occur between the similarly dotted lines in Fig. 8.) 
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Figure 8 shows the former of these two spaces in the Qf vs. fo space. In this 

example a passive technique, under/over frequency (UOF – red dotted lines at 60.5Hz 

and 59.3 Hz), and an active technique, active frequency drift (AFD – magenta, green, and 

blue lines), are compared. The area between similarly colored dotted lines is the zone 

where the method fails to detect islanding, i.e. the NDZ. As Figure 8 shows, the AFD has 

a distended or adjusted NDZ for lower quality factors, while slowly merging with the 

NDZ of the UOV, UOF method for much higher (but much more uncommon in reality) 

quality factors. The NDZ for the UOV, UOF case is easily shown with lines at certain 

threshold frequency values. For the NDZ of AFD, the equation describing such an area is 

more complex. These equations are shown below Figure 8, where the solution to ‘f’ is the 

‘fo’ equation below it. Plugging in fmax or fmin for ‘f’, and varying the quality factor for 

different δf values produced the results shown in Fig. 8.  

Specifically, an LPS is more useful in two respects. First, it more readily 

describes how the IDM will function as the quality factor of the local area EPS changes. 

Secondly, the LPS can plot both passive and active methods against each other in one 

useful graph in a frequency-centric space. These features allow more information to be 

contained within one plot, assisting in the process of designing better IDMs.  

1.8 Concluding Remarks 

From roots starting in the solar inverter industry, islanding detection methods 

have seen many years of research and development. A number of methods exist, and the 

hierarchy of methods is quite impressive. Islanding detection is included amongst the 
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rules of an incomplete, but progressing, distributed resource interconnection standard – 

IEEE 1547. Common testing methods and circuits exist for comparing IDMs to the 

standards. Finally, IDMs have associated graphical tools designed to increase 

understanding of each method’s strengths and weaknesses. 

 With this background of islanding detection now in hand, the next leap is 

necessary. This leap includes extending islanding detection, and methods thereof, to 

systems that are more complex than one signal DR. IDMs must now be mapped to the 

microgrid realm, where multiple DRs and loads co-exist in one network, acting as one 

unit. This extension is a work in progress as the description of the draft IEEE P1547.4 

(“microgrid” or islanding standard) shows. IDMs are very well understood for local 

inverter-based or distributed generator-based applications, or for remote, utility-scale 

systems. The microgrid IDM area is a newer, and therefore less understood, less tested 

space in the literature.  
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Chapter 2 Microgrid IDMs 
 

As the literature review shows, the IDM body of work is well defined for the 

specific problems it seeks to answer for DRs. Thirty-five methods have been developed 

over time to protect individual DRs from islanding – feeding the local electric power 

system when such action is not warranted or considered safe. This field of study, it would 

seem, has matured, especially over the last decade. Although this process of maturation in 

the IDM area has occurred along side the growth of DR (focusing on solar inverters, but 

readily extendable to other forms of DRs), the literature is littered with references, even 

dedicated articles, to the extension of these ideas beyond the inverter, beyond the single 

DR level. It would seem, as a critical eye would note, that many authors are working 

under the banner of one way of viewing IDM issues, while also thinking about the next 

expansion of this research. Unconstructively, the IDM literature, in the abstract, is 

confounding itself by putting together past and present ideas without defining, in clearer 

terms, the future problems it seeks to solve. These ideas of inverter-based methods and 

their extensions must be disaggregated and remapped in a derivative form in order to see 

how the next two stages of IDM development are forming.  

 The logical extension of IDMs from the single inverter-based DR case presents 

itself in two stages. The first stage is the expansion of the IDM field into the “multi-

inverter case.” This stage is not new, and many researchers have written about its added 

complexity in the literature [17][18][19][20][21]. This case includes multiple inverter-

based DRs all interacting at one common PCC. Issues arise when multiple, independently 
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acting inverter IDM methods start resulting in a degradation of islanding detection 

capability. The second stage is the “microgrid case.” This case is not defined in the IDM 

literature. Derivative, but not uniform, definitions of a ‘pseudo-microgrid system’ have 

been used in loose ways in one instance [22]. Details about these two cases aside, they 

form the ‘wilderness’ of the IDM literature, an area where few have ventured.  

This section seeks to redefine the IDM discussion in two broad ways. First, a re-

categorization of the IDM hierarchy will be proposed and discussed. This new hierarchy 

will assist in the disaggregation of currently confounded ideas, which are present in the 

IDM literature. Second, IDMs with respect to microgrids to will be defined. A uniform 

system of discussion is needed to enable microgrid IDM advancement. Currently, no 

system of rules exists for bringing together the associated parts of the IDM and microgrid 

literature. These two broad goals present a new structure of thought for the IDM 

literature, and they will help to set the stage for simulation and experimental work in the 

area of microgrid IDMs.  

2.1 IDM Hierarchy Reorganization 

A reorganization of the IDM hierarchy, first shown in Figure 1, is needed. In 

Figure 1, the local IDMs are split up into two subareas 1) Active and 2) Passive. Further, 

these two subareas are then broken down into their respective methods. This existing way 

of showing IDM information works to show all the IDMs created so far by many 

researchers. The downside of Figure 1 is that information is aggregated instead of 

separated out into more informative parts. ‘Local,’ as used in the hierarchy, is used to 

contrast itself from its antithesis, ‘Remote,’ and the ‘Local’ designation does this quite 
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well when only inverter-based IDMs are considered. In the next two stages of the IDM 

life cycle, the multi-inverter and microgrid cases, the designation of ‘Local’ becomes 

confounded, including more ideas (inverter, multi-inverter, microgrid) than it was 

originally created to do (just inverter). The answer to this problem is disaggregation. 

‘Local,’ as Figure 9 shows, must be broken down into its new parts, its new subsections: 

1) Inverter, 2) Multi-Inverter, and 3) Microgrid. This new step in creating a better IDM 

hierarchy must be taken because of the unique topologies and circumstances arising from 

each of these three new categories. The inverter case is just that, only one inverter 

interacting with a PCC. The multi-inverter case is the logical expansion of the first case 

into the area where more than one inverter now must interact at one PCC. The microgrid 

case then includes the multi-inverter case plus diverse and sensitive local loads on the 

load side of the PCC, the inclusion of a microgrid interconnection device (called a 

“microswitch”) at the PCC, and other forms of DR including synchronous units and gen-

sets, all within one system. The old ‘Local’ category must be separated out into 

constituent components because it is confounded, containing too much information for 

complete understanding to take place. A clearer vision of IDM hierarchy results from the 

representation shown in Figure 9. This disaggregation and reallocation step is necessary 

because it now allows for the methods of each proposed local subsection (inverter, multi-

inverter, and microgrid) to be mapped over the other, showing current IDM research 

status and future possible areas of work.  
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Figure 9. Proposed hierarchy for islanding detection methods, breaking down local IDMs into inverter, 
multi-inverter, and microgrid categories to more fully match inherent labeling in the IDM literature.  

With the local IDM conglomeration now disaggregated, differences in the 

structure can be seen. The “old” structure (Fig. 1) with the sole focus on inverter-based 

methods is still present in this “new” structure (Fig. 9). All the IDMs under active and 

passive subsections have been proposed for inverter-based situations. But, these same 

methods are neither readily nor necessarily extendable to the multi-inverter or microgrid 

case. Take the multi-inverter case first. In the literature, it was found that only four 

passive methods of the sixteen total passive methods and five of fifteen active methods 

are proposed for use in the multi-inverter case. When extending these same original 

inverter-based methods to the microgrid case, no methods are proposed in the literature 

for “true” microgrids, while one method was related to microgrids (actually a multi-
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inverter case), but only on tenuous grounds [22]. The differences in proposed IDMs 

between the inverter, multi-inverter, and microgrid cases are ever present.  

Under the “old” system, these differences cannot be seen, but this “new” system 

shows these differences very clearly. In the literature, proposed methods are slowly 

making their way into the next two stages of IDM development – the multi-inverter and 

microgrid cases. Figure 9 is intended to only be valid for proposed IDMs in the academic 

literature. Figure 9 is not intended to say that all the methods are readily extendable to the 

multi-inverter or microgrid case, nor is it intended to say that any of the methods cannot 

be extended in their present form to the next two stages of IDM development. The point 

is to show how far along the academic IDM discussion is, and where this discussion 

seems likely to go in the near future. Figure 10 shows a graphical description of this 

ripple-like movement in the IDM academic literature from the inverter-based case 

through the multi-inverter case to the microgrid case. From the present, the IDM 

discussion seems to be focusing on the extension of the inverter-based methods to both 

multi-inverter and ‘microgrid’ cases (although no “true” microgrid-specific method has 

ever been proposed). This extension seems to be a logical progression for this academic 

body of literature.  

Three references in the literature, by common authors, come close to discussing 

the microgrid stage of local IDM development, but fail to make the essential connections 

that will act as bridges to this final destination. These references are [22], [23], and [24]. 

In these articles, an essential point is brought up early in the text. It is that, for 

microgrids, a difference must be made between ‘anti-islanding’ and ‘islanding detection.’ 
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‘Anti-islanding’ is a term that is a holdover from IDMs historical roots in the solar 

industry as an inverter-only based methodology. Under this methodology, the inverter 

must stop sending generated energy to the local area electric power system within a 

prescribed period of time. For microgrids, the inverter-based sources within it should not 

take this action; they should not stop feeding the microgrid, but instead the microgrid on 

the whole should stop feeding the loads external to it. Otherwise, this action (microsource 

disconnection) would defeat the purpose of a microgrid. Although the authors make this 

distinction, they still perform an analysis on a system with the IDMs placed at each 

inverter of their multi-inverter system, which is a logical progression seen throughout the 

IDM literature, but is not appropriate for ‘true’ microgrid systems (as defined later).  

 

 
 

Figure 10. Diagram showing the “ripples” in the next stages of local IDM development, starting with 
inverter-based methods, and continuing on through multi-inverter based IDM research to “future” 

microgrid work 

  The authors realize two very important points about what the future holds for 

microgrids and islanding detection. First, the authors realize the inverters must not 

disconnect from the microgrid during an islanding event, as it would defeat the purpose 
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of a microgrid. Second, if an active islanding detection method is placed at a microgrid 

inverter, this active IDM must turn itself off once the microgrid has islanded. 

Additionally, the authors are well aware of the institutional and regulatory barriers facing 

microgrids, and they see a microgrid’s greatest feature as its ability to autonomously 

island from the grid. But, details on these implied realizations are not included in these 

articles. Although some microgrid IDM-related ideas are presented in these references, 

the authors fail to realize that ‘true’ microgrid islanding detection must happen at the 

microgrid interconnection device, called the “microswitch” in this thesis.   

 Other, more industry– and regulatory–related pieces of literature, also include 

discussion about both islanding detection and microgrids. In [25] and [26], operational 

recommendations are made for the microswitch. Two general recommendations flow 

from these two reports. First, the microswitch should disconnect from the grid during 

abnormal grid events rather than the individual DR(s) downstream [25]. Second, a 

recommendation is made to “re-examine and potentially re-tune the anti-islanding 

philosophy governing operation of the [microswitch], in light of expected unbalanced 

voltages presented by utility distribution systems to the microgrid” [26]. These 

recommendations focus in on the microswitch as the main element in a unique position to 

act on abnormal voltage or frequency events on the grid. These highlighted 

recommendations focus on the absence of information available in the existing body of 

knowledge related to how a microgrid should act during abnormal grid events. An ever 

present need for additional information is apparent. Further research and development of 
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microswitch and microgrid islanding detection methodologies is recommended in these 

two reports.  

As for IEEE, it’s distributed resources standard, 1547, gives a sort of unfinished 

bridge to finalizing rules in this area, especially through the drafting of P1547.4, “Draft 

Guide for Design, Operation, and Integration of Distributed Resource Island Systems 

with Electric Power Systems.” This new standard seeks to “introduce, [review], and 

address engineering concerns about microgrids and [their] intentional islands” [5]. 

Although it is still in draft form, issues addressing islanding detection at the microswitch 

might be under consideration for the final version of the standard, at least ideally.  

 Finally, a book recently published about microgrids includes a discussion about 

‘anti-islanding’ for microgrids. Although the holdover term from IDMs’ past is again 

used (i.e. ‘anti-islanding’), the term is not readily applicable to the microgrid level. The 

authors make some good points about what may lie ahead for microgrids, islanding 

detection, and standard rule making. First, the authors of this book write about 

microsources and islanding. They describe the need to protect microgrid loads, keep 

microsources running after islanding disconnection, and disabling microsource level 

IDMs for microgrid electrical stability [27]. Even though this discussion has merit, 

especially since it focuses on concepts relating to downstream IDMs for microsources, 

central concepts of microgrid islanding detection are not mentioned. The most obvious 

exclusion is a discussion of an IDMs’ proper location – the microswitch.  

 The references in the literature to islanding detection methods for microgrids are 

few and far between. Much of the research focuses on the multi-inverter case, making 
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little, if any, headway toward the microgrid case. Although little research exists, some 

authors recommend a microgrid level focus, placing the emphasis on the microswitch, 

and calling for research and development of IDMs for this level. As these 

recommendations sit, waiting for the actual research to follow, a standard with regulatory 

oversight into the microgrid arena is in the making, moving toward its publishing date, 

albeit slowly. But, even as this draft advances, the need for microgrid level IDMs is 

apparent today. Additional passive and active IDM research and development is needed 

at the microswitch if microgrids, as a technological answer to electrical system 

reliability, is to advance. Under the local IDM banner, many differences in system 

component topology are present. Table 6 describes these differences. Microgrids can 

contain many diverse components. This diversity, and the resulting complexity, creates 

new issues for the islanding detection literature and the IEEE 1547 standard. 

Table 6. System-level component differences in local IDM cases 
- Case 

Component Inverter Multi-Inverter Microgrid 
Inverter (or Microsources) Yes Yes Yes 

Multi-Inverter  
(or Multiple Microsources) No Yes Yes 

Local (PCC) System Loads No Not Usually Yes 

DR without inverters  
(synchronous machines) 

 
No 

 
No Yes 

Static Switch at PCC 
(Microswitch) No No Yes 

For microgrids and islanding detection, three areas are merging together to bring 

about new progress for microgrids as a distributed resource technology. First, an organic 

and logical progression of islanding detection methods is slowly pushing its way from the 

multi-inverter case to the microgrid case. Second, the microgrid system technology 
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differs in its complexity from the inverter or multi-inverter case, adding unique 

variations to previous IDM work, and may lack readily applicable, self-evident IDM 

answers to its specific case. Finally, the standards making process is still working toward 

a so-called “microgrid” standard. This standard would be applicable to all island-capable 

systems on the grid. These three areas are moving the research toward, and adding 

pressure to design, unique microgrid-specific islanding detection methods. As these areas 

merge, additional concepts must be created to allow many of the actors involved in this 

research and development to have a common ground for discussing and agreeing on 

broad based rules for microgrids.  

2.2 CERTS/UW-Madison Microgrid Principles – Extended 

 All groups do not describe microgrids in the exact same manner, so it is vital to 

layout the topology and principles governing the specific microgrids of this thesis’s 

research. This thesis builds on the microgrid concepts advanced by both the Consortium 

for Electric Reliability Technology Solutions (CERTS) and UW-Madison researchers. A 

microgrid is composed of distributed resources, usually called microsources, of varying 

kinds, including but not limited to solar arrays, battery systems, diesel generators, and 

many others. All energy from microsources may flow through an inverter or otherwise, 

giving the microsource a specific platform for unique microgrid controls, specifically the 

so-called ‘droop’ controls for power sharing and voltage management. A microgrid also 

contains loads of varying degrees. They are usually modeled as RLC loads, but can be 

modeled as simple resistive loads. The microswitch is the last piece of the puzzle for 

microgrids, allowing controllable grid interaction. Along with this general topology, a 
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governing philosophy for how all microgrids should be operated is coupled to this 

microgrid system architecture.  

 Not all electrical systems have philosophical principles that go along with them, 

but these ideas make microgrids very unique. Table 7 gives the overview of these two 

principles to date. The first principle is known as the Peer-to-Peer principle [28]. It says 

that all sources are equal in the control capabilities dedicated to them. Each microsource 

has the same microgrid-specific controls to operate together in the microgrid.  In a 

‘correctly’ built (i.e. ‘true’) microgrid, no central controller or master-slave control 

scheme is present. Each source can act independently, but with the same controls as all 

the other microsources in the microgrid. The second principle is known as the Plug and 

Play principle [28]. This principle states that all microsources should be able to connect 

at any point inside the microgrid and operate in that microgrid instantaneously. No 

control scheme should have to be changed when these other microsources enter the 

system. These two principles should govern all ‘correctly’ built microgrids as claimed by 

CERTS and UW-Madison.   

Table 7. Current CERTS/UW Madison microgrid principles [28] 
Philosophical Microgrid Principle Description 

Peer-to-Peer 

All sources within the microgrid should have 
the same control capabilities. No one source is 

in charge of another. A microgrid does not 
have a central control center, or any master-

slave control structures within it. 

Plug and Play 

Any source (or unit, in general) should be 
interchangeable at any point within the 

microgrid.  No re-engineering of controls 
should be needed when sources are moved to 

any other point in the microgrid. 
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 In extension, when a mental framework for microgrids is used whereby 

microgrids must act as “good citizens” in the electrical system, a tree showing the nature 

of the microgrid principles can be created. This tree is shown in Figure 11. The “good 

citizen” framework is proposed in [29]. Under this framework, two principles are 

outlined, specifically for the microsources of the microgrid. These principles are plug and 

play, and peer-to-peer, as explained earlier. Further, they correspond to microgrid 

specific controls, specifically reactive power (Q) vs. voltage (V) droop, and active power 

(P) vs. frequency (f) droop, respectively. These principles and their corresponding 

controls are essential to a functioning microgrid. Even though this situation is the current 

case, these principles do not reach into all the necessary areas relating to microgrids. An 

obvious omission is any principle governing the microswitch’s operation.  

 

 
 

Figure 11. CERTS/UW Madison microgrid principles formatted in a data tree to give context to the 
structure present in the principles of microgrids 

Although these two principles (Peer-to-Peer, and Plug and Play) cover many of 

the underlying philosophical theory behind the control of microgrids, situations involving 
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islanding, and therefore interaction with the grid, are absent from the reach of these 

principles. Therefore, a new principle must be created not only to include the actions 

inherit to microgrids already, but also to include other actions, which need to be 

designated to certain components of the microgrid.  

This thesis proposes a novel principle to be known as the islanding responsibility 

principle. It governs actions at the microgrid level regarding interactions with the utility 

grid. For example, actions such as synchronization and islanding status are not covered 

under the first two principles, but they are now included under this proposed one. 

Islanding responsibility governs the actions and built-in controls of the microswitch. This 

principle dictates that the microswitch must continue the action of microgrid level 

synchronization, but now it must also include a method for islanding detection – to know 

the microgrid’s ‘islanding status’ – and included associated actions to react to this 

‘islanding status’ information. This principle also removes any islanding responsibility 

that would have been designated to the microsources. These ‘downstream’ microsources 

should not disconnect from the microgrid, if the microgrid system is to act properly. All 

the rules for future microgrids with respect to unintentional islanding events and 

microgrid IDMs should stem from a single idea: islanding responsibility is borne by the 

microswitch. Under this proposed principle, the microgrid will then act as one collective 

unit with respect to microgrid level islanding detection, disconnection, and reconnection. 
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Table 8. Proposed principle for microgrids taking into account islanding detection 
New Philosophical Microgrid Principle Description 

Islanding Responsibility 

The microswitch has islanding responsibility – 
to detect an island and disconnect the 

microgrid from the PCC within a predefined 
time. No microsource contained within the 

microgrid should disconnect during an 
islanding event. Microsources do not have 

primary islanding responsibility; the 
microswitch does. Microsources could possibly 

have secondary islanding responsibility to 
backup the microswitch in a failure event. 

 The microswitch, under islanding responsibility, is allocated the islanding status 

task to determine and act on information and measurements regarding the connection 

state of the microgrid with respect to the utility grid or area electrical power system 

(EPS). This islanding status considers intentional and unintentional islanding events. An 

intentional islanding event occurs when the microgrid disconnects with the utility grid 

under normal electrical conditions at the PCC. Here, the microgrid is not forced to 

become an island. Microgrid operators decide to become an island independently of grid 

events. In an unintentional islanding event, the microgrid is forced to become an island 

due to abnormal voltage or frequency events, or price spikes (theoretically), occurring at 

the PCC. In either case, the microswitch needs to have an islanding detection method to 

inform the islanding status situation of the microgrid as a whole.  

The next logical question is derived from this way of thinking; is the future realm 

of microgrid IDMs a blank slate, waiting to be populated with ideas, or is an outline 

readily applicable from the inverter and multi-inverter realm to the microgrid arena? As 

the extension of IDM methodology in Figure 9 showed, IDMs for microgrids should 

theoretically be separable into passive and active techniques. Additionally, all passive 
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techniques could be said to be applicable to the microswitch because they are 

understood to be “technology neutral” [15]. But, no research and development of these 

passive methods at the microswitch has ever been completed. No active method has ever 

been proposed for microgrids for specific use at the microswitch. The necessity for 

research and development of microgrid IDMs, potentially extending existing IDMs to the 

microswitch is ever present, especially when the mandatory regulatory regimes will no 

doubt demand it in the near future. 

2.3 Proposed P1547.4 Microgrid Compliance Testing Theory  

 Unlike active IDMs of the past, which used inverter feedback and control logic of 

the inverter to give islanding detection indicators, active IDMs for microgrids would 

need to be modified to be compatible with microswitch power switching devices and 

electronics. For example, a typical microswitch may use thyristors as shown in Figure 13. 

The electrical characteristics and control for thyristors is much different than the control 

logic for an inverter, which may use IGBT(s) for switching. Active IDMs may not be 

readily extendable to microswitches – as the “technology neutral” passive methods might 

be. To verify new passive and active IDMs for microgrids, testing and simulation will 

obviously need to take place. Using IEEE 1547 as a basis, a conceptual testing diagram is 

now proposed for IDM testing for microgrids.   
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Figure 12. Example islanding detection model for verifying appropriate method functionality as also shown 
in Figure 2 [8] 

 

 
 

Figure 13. Graphical abstraction of the extension of the islanding detection method test to the local IDM 
case of a microgrid.  

Extending the testing scenario and circuit from IEEE 1547, Figure 13 shows an 

updated version of the microgrid case of Figure 12. Instead of one single piece of 

equipment under test (EUT) in Figure 12, which is considered to be the single DR or 

inverter case, a microgrid case would be a conglomeration of many sources and loads 

grouped together as one unit, and containing a microswitch at the PCC. Due to voltage 
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snubbing circuitry, the microswitch would need to control the isolation contactor 

labeled S2 for total grid disconnection. Before reconnection, S2 would need to be closed 

before synchronization could take place. Figure 13 shows an abstraction of the logical 

extension of IEEE 1547 unintentional islanding testing to the microgrid case. This 

microgrid testing figure could help standard makers figure out the correct setup for the 

extension of the IEEE 1547 standard to the microgrid realm, under the yet-to-be 

published IEEE P1547.4 standard. 

As the IEEE 1547 stands today, published standard 1547.1 defines the testing of 

DG with respect to unintentional islanding. Testing procedures are given in this standard 

to give uniform guidance to all interested parties. One of the main issues hindering the 

direct application of this standard unintentional islanding test to islanded systems, 

including microgrids, is the definition of the power of the DG unit. On page 27 of IEEE 

1547.1-2005, the power of the DG unit is defined as “P is the real output power per phase 

of the unit (W).” For a DG, this power, ‘P’, is the nameplate power, and more specifically 

it is the export power of the DG. But, what is the export power, ‘P’, for a microgrid?  

The answer to this question is not as simple as giving a pre-defined microgrid 

export or nameplate power value. This export (and import) delineation becomes 

important when the extension of this concept to island-ready systems and microgrids is 

attempted. Rhetorically, what is a microgrid’s nameplate export power value, anyway?  

As seen from the utility grid’s perspective, a microgrid may have three broad, 

high-level operational states with respect to energy flow: 1) Export, 2) Import, and 3) 

Isolate. ‘Export’ is the microgrid state when energy is flowing from the microgrid, and 
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into the local area EPS and utility grid system. Under this ‘export’ state, the microgrid 

essentially looks like a DG to the grid. ‘Import’ is the microgrid state when energy is 

flowing into the microgrid through the microswitch to supplement energy use within the 

microgrid. Under this ‘import’ state, the microgrid looks like a load to the grid. Finally, 

‘isolate’ is the microgrid state when no energy flow is occurring between the microgrid 

and the utility grid. Further, this ‘isolate’ state can be broken down into two sub-states: a) 

“Isthmus” and b) “Island.” Under the isolate state, an “isthmus” (proposed in this thesis 

for the first time) is a microgrid sub-state where a physical, electrical connection between 

the grid and the microgrid exists, but no net flow of export or import active power is 

present. This sub-state defines a zero active power flow electrical connection. An 

“island” is a microgrid sub-state where the microgrid is not electrically connected to the 

utility, allowing the microgrid to operate independently from the grid. These energy flow 

states are useful for defining the high-level interaction between the microgrid and grid.  

Table 9. Microgrid operational ‘energy flow states’ and governing rules with respect to unintentional 
islanding events like abnormal voltage and frequency or blackout conditions. 

Energy 
Flow 
State 

Sub-state Looks like a(n)… 
to the Grid Existing Rules 

Export None DG 
IEEE 1547.1 

(Microgrid export power must 
be defined first) 

Import None Load None 
“Isthmus” -  

Connected but no 
Net Import or Export 

- None 
Isolate 

“Island”  
(No connection) Open Circuit None 
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2.4 Updated Analysis Tools for Microgrid IDMs 

Just as IDMs for DGs need analysis tools like mismatch and load parameter 

spaces, microgrid IDMs would also need tools such as these. Because microgrid specific 

IDM tools used for analyzing NDZs do not exist, can MMSs be extended to microgrid?  

Three assumptions must be considered for this extension to be correct. First, the 

microgrid must be considered to be in the ‘export’ energy flow state. Under this 

condition, the microgrid will look like a DG to the utility grid. This condition is needed in 

order to define both the parameters in the RLC local area EPS and to have a comparison 

to the grid ‘mismatch’ power, ΔP. Second, the microgrid must be assumed to be 

operating in a ‘constant power’ mode. This mode can be considered the steady-state (non-

transient) mode. This assumption is needed in order to use the inequalities defined in the 

literature to understand passive IDM non-detection zones more completely. Essentially, 

this assumption would lead to the conclusion that all the microsources within the 

microgrid would also need to be operated in their respective ‘constant power’ modes in 

order for the aggregate statement about the microgrid to be approximately true during 

steady state operation. Third, the microgrid must be assumed to operate at unity power 

factor at the PCC between itself and the grid [15]. Generally, a flow of reactive power is 

exchanged between the microgrid and grid, violating this assumption. Additionally, 

microsources use reactive power in creative ways in order to provide local voltage 

management, adding reactive power to the microgrid system. These three assumptions 

may be appropriate for the inverter-based case, but for a more complex microgrid, the 

assumptions breakdown, where the ability to treat them as the general cases fails. For 
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microgrids, MMSs, in their current form may only be able to explain a general 

phenomenon, and not the specific failure boundaries of passive IDMs like in the single 

inverter-based case. New analysis tools must be created, providing an open space for 

innovation, although creating these new tools goes beyond the scope of this thesis.  

2.5 Concluding Remarks 

In a future world, where microgrids become prevalent in society, this 1547.4 

standard along with some version of the Figure 13 drawing could lead to an IEEE 1547 

“Microgrid Compliance Certification”, increasing the value of microgrids and solidifying 

certainty in how they operate. Islanding detection methods for microgrids are not yet a 

reality, but with the correct conceptual foundations and a focus on extending existing 

IDMs into this space, the scope for microgrid IDMs looks promising.  
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Chapter 3   Modeling & Simulation 
 

This modeling and simulation section will focus on two main analyses. First, an 

analysis of the existing microswitch controls will be conducted. These existing 

microswitch controls are installed as a part of the WEMPEC microgrid. Broadly, the UW 

microswitch fulfills the islanding responsibility outlined in Chapter 2: Microgrid IDMs. It 

can do synchronization and take action on islanding status information (through passive 

IDM techniques). Second, an analysis of harmonic content of the microgrid PCC will be 

simulated. This PCC is the ‘V, f’ node labeled in Figure 4. These two analyses will be set 

in contrast to each other to highlight existing method deficiencies and new indicator 

possibilities for islanding detection methods at the microswitch.  

3.1 Modeling General Microswitch Controls 

The first analysis will focus on the modeling and simulation of the existing 

microswitch and its controls. The controls cited in this thesis exist in the SEL 547 unit, 

which is a part of the overall microswitch. SEL 547 documentation was used to assist in 

the modeling of its general operation, specifically concerning synchronization and its 

passive islanding detection methods. The next section will outline the general system to 

be modeled in MATLAB Simulink, along with detailed descriptions of the microswitch, 

focusing in on its specific control methodology.   

3.1.1 System Simulation Model Overview 

A microgrid was modeled in MATLAB Simulink to resemble the operation and 

character of the UW microgrid in a simple form (one microsource, two resistive loads).  
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The block diagram of the modeled microgrid system is shown in Figure 14. The utility 

grid is modeled as a source behind impedance. Additionally, the IEEE 1547 unintentional 

islanding test RLC load is included. Attached to this PCC is the microgrid model. The 

microgrid contains the microswitch, microsource, and loads. The microsource is capable 

of carrying the complete load of the microgrid during islanding operation.  

 

Figure 14. Block diagram of the microgrid simulation model built in MATLAB Simulink  
 
 The microswitch (Figure 15) is the sole connection of the microgrid to the utility 

grid. Broadly, the microswitch is composed to two components 1) the thyristor bridge 

and controls, and 2) the controllable disconnection switch. Due to the thyristor bridge’s 

nature, the disconnection switch is needed for complete separation from the utility grid. A 

thyristor bridge is composed of two anti-parallel SCRs per phase. Each bridge (each 

SCR) needs to have ‘snubber’ circuitry in order to decrease large voltage magnitude 

transients. Because these ‘snubber’ circuits are present, a path for current exists between 

the microgrid and grid even when the thyristor bridge of each phase is not firing. 

Therefore, a disconnection switch is needed (i.e. a microswitch controllable contactor) for 

complete separation from the grid. In the modeling, this switch’s disconnection action is 
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controlled by the logical commands of the UOV and UOF passive islanding detection 

methods.  

 Looking at the inner workings of the microswitch will help to further develop the 

modeling ideas present in the simulation results. Again, zooming in on Figure 15, one can 

see the many parts of the total package. The thyristor bridge is controlled by the firing 

board, which gets an on/off signal from the microswitch controls (i.e. the SEL 547) for 

synchronization (on) or disconnection (off). The microswitch controls are set into motion 

by an external synchronization command signal that the operator controls. This external 

‘button,’ once pressed will tell the microswitch controls to “synchronize at the next 

appropriate time.” This ‘appropriate time’ will be defined in the later description of this 

device. The microswitch gathers its voltage information from both the grid and microgrid 

sides. All three phase-to-neutral voltages of the grid side are measured. The phase-A 

voltage is measured on the microgrid side for synchronization purposes (labeled Vs). In 

the UW microgrid case, only the phase-A line current is measured by the microswitch 

controls. Figure 15 shows a general case with all three currents measured, IABC. 

 
Figure 15. Block diagram of the microswitch including thyristor bridge, firing board, microswitch controls, 
current transformer, voltage measurement connections, external synchronize command signal, and power 

supply 
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 The microswitch controls perform two main functions 1) synchronization and 

2) islanding detection. The microswitch controls are the physical components that 

implement the ideals of the microswitch’s islanding responsibility. The overview of the 

logic behind the microswitch controls is detailed in Figure 16. The external synchronize 

command signal gives the ‘okay’ for all the controls to begin working, while the output 

of the controls are the firing board activate (on/off) signal and the breaker “S” disconnect 

signal. The synchronization logic takes two inputs 1) Vdq, the dq phasor across the 

phase-A thyristor bridge, and 2) fdiff, the difference frequency between the microgrid 

and the utility grid. The islanding detection functionality is implemented with the passive 

IDMs of UOV and UOF. For UOV, three phase-to-neutral voltages on the grid-side of the 

microswitch are used. For UOF, only the frequency measurement at the PCC is used. 

These two blocks compare the measured values to operator-defined thresholds, occurring 

over certain time periods.  

 

Figure 16. Block diagram of the microswitch controls including the synchronization logic and passive 
islanding detection methods (UOV and UOF) 
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 Now that the general overview of the microswitch is complete, the real 

modeling details can be discussed. In Figure 17, the synchronization logic is shown in 

block diagram form. The Vdq phasor is broken down into its corresponding magnitude 

and angle components. Three inequality calculations are made. First, the magnitude of 

Vdq is compared to threshold |Vdq_sync| value. When the magnitude of the measured 

Vdq signal across the phase-A thyristor bridge becomes less than the |Vdq_sync| value, 

then the inequality block will assert, sending a one to the ‘And’ block. The same 

inequality comparison process occurs for the angle of Vdq and fdiff. When all of these 

conditions are true (i.e. when they are all below their corresponding thresholds and the 

external synchronize command is asserted), then the synchronize command will assert, 

sending an “on” signal to the firing board to initiate firing.  

 
 

Figure 17. Block diagram of the modeled synchronization logic of the microswitch controls 
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 The second major component of the microswitch, islanding status, is expanded 

on in Figures 18 and 19. Under islanding status the microswitch must be programmed 

with the correct algorithms to implement an islanding detection method, resulting in a 

disconnection action during abnormal grid events. The microswitch controls discussed 

here (i.e. the SEL 547) are programmed with UOV and UOF algorithms. These methods 

are passive islanding detection methods assumed to work in the microgrid case due to the 

so-called ‘technology neutral’ nature of these passive methods as mentioned previously 

in this thesis. The block diagrams in Figures 18 and 19 illustrate the logical flow of these 

two passive IDMs for the case of the UW microswitch. 

 In the UOV case, the operator sets four minimum or maximum voltage thresholds 

as boundaries for ‘correct’ operation. When these thresholds are exceeded, the UOV 

command will assert after a certain time delay, initiating a disconnection logic sequence 

resulting in the microgrid disconnecting from the utility grid. The thresholds are 

compared to each of the RMS grid voltage values at the PCC for each of the three phases.  

 The UOF commands are also implemented in a similar way. Here, the frequency 

of the grid at the PCC is compared to three different maximum or minimum thresholds 

for each of the three phases. Whenever the thresholds are exceeded, a UOF command 

will assert after a certain time delay, initiating the microgrid disconnection sequence from 

the utility.  

 These passive IDMs, as previously described, are not perfect, resulting in 

instances when both correct and incorrect operation can occur. Figure 20 shows incorrect 

operation, while Figure 21 shows correct operation. 
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Figure 18. Block diagram of the under, over voltage passive islanding detection method logic 
 
 

 
 

Figure 19. Block diagram of the under, over frequency passive islanding detection method logic 
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 As previously mentioned, the passive IDMs are not perfect, containing NDZs 

where their methodologies fail to operate correctly. The point of operation that can most 

clearly define this operational ineffectiveness is the point when the utility grid provides 

no active power to the RLC load, defined in the IEEE 1547 unintentional islanding 

testing, while the DG provides the full active power requirement. When operation occurs 

at this point, the grid is really only providing two things 1) voltage stiffness due to 

‘inertial’ electrical forces on the grid, and 2) an electrical sink for reactive power. As for 

active power export to the RLC, the utility grid in this instance provides nothing. It is this 

operational point where the UOV and UOF (passive IDMs generally) have the most 

difficulty. Figure 20 shows the modeling of this important failure event for the UOV and 

UOF methods of the UW microswitch.  

 Here, the active power load of the three-phase RLC load is 3kW, completely 

provided from the microgrid. The grid, on the other hand, provides 0kW. When the grid 

is disconnected as dictated by the IEEE 1547.1 methodology, the frequency or voltage 

fluctuations are not great enough over the 2-second standard-limited time frame to trip 

the passive IDMs of the microswitch. In this event, the UW microswitch, and by 

extension the microgrid, would not be compliant with IEEE 1547 (Figure 20). This 

failure point highlights the general nature of the failure area of the built-in, existing, 

passive methods of the UW microswitch. The need for new methodologies at the 

microswitch is ever present when viewed in this failure-mode context.  
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Figure 20. Operation of the microswitch for incorrect islanding detection results using UOV and UOF. The 

microgrid exports 3kW, while the grid contributes 0kW (isolates) at 3 seconds (three-phase RLC load at 
3kW). At this time, the grid is disconnected, leaving the microgrid as the lone source left to feed the RLC 

load between the grid and microgrid. Although the microgrid should disconnect from the RLC load, it does 
not, leaving it noncompliant with IEEE 1547. This situation represents the worst-case scenario because the 
grid doesn’t contribute any power to the RLC load. X-axis is time in seconds, the first three y-axes are in 

Watts, and fourth y-axis is in Hz, and the last two y-axes are logical commands. 
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Figure 21. Operation of the microswitch for correct islanding detection results. The microgrid exports 
3kW, while the grid exports 3kW at 3 seconds (three-phase RLC load at 6kW). At this time, the grid is 
disconnected, leaving the microgrid as the lone source left to feed the RLC load between the grid and 
microgrid. The microswitch’s IDM detects the under frequency event around 3.3 seconds, shutting the 

microgrid off from feeding the RLC load. In this case, the microgrid would be compliant with IEEE 1547. 
X-axis is time in seconds, the first three y-axes are in Watts, and fourth y-axis is in Hz, and the last two y-

axes are logical commands. 
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In contrast, Figure 21 shows the event mode for the correct operation of the 

UW microswitch model. The active power RLC load (6kW) is shared both the grid and 

microgrid (3kW each). After grid disconnection, frequency deviations result in the 

tripping of the under frequency threshold, resulting in UW microswitch (and microgrid) 

disconnection. Powering the RLC load is discontinued under this event scenario. 

Analyzing these two operational points for the microswitch’s passive IDMs, one 

can see both the correct and incorrect operation of the system with respect to grid 

disconnection under the 1547 standard. This failure event description, in general terms, 

can be explained with mismatch space (MMS) descriptions of the passive IDMs. This 

MMS system view of these failure events was used in the inverter-only cases. But, as the 

next section will describe, some assumptions used for the inverter-only case may 

breakdown for the microgrid case. Can a true extension of MMSs be used for microgrids? 

3.1.2 Extended, Incomplete MMS of the Existing Microswitch IDM 

As Section 2.4 describes, three assumptions are needed in order to use a mismatch 

space (MMS) to describe the NDZ of a passive IDM. In extending the MMS ideals to 

microgrids, it was discovered that the assumptions used by the MMS for the inverter case 

might not be readily extendable to the microgrid case for islanding detection. First, a 

microgrid cannot be assumed to be in the export case. But, for the standard testing, it 

must be assumed to be in this operational energy flow state. This assumption does not 

pose the largest problem. Second, a microgrid must be assumed to be in a constant-power 

mode. Again, this assumption is not the main driver of the issues for extending MMSs to 

microgrids. The final assumption – unity power factor operation for the microgrid – is the 
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culprit. A microgrid, specifically each microsource, uses reactive power to its 

advantage, in order to stabilize the voltage of the microgrid and minimize circulating 

currents between microsources [29]. With the microsource controls as they are – using 

the inverter to manage active and reactive power creatively – the microgrid, on a whole, 

is not able to operate with unity power factor at the PCC of the microgrid. Reactive 

power from the microgrid will be sourced to the grid, which acts as a reactive power sink. 

 
Figure 22. Theoretical microswitch mismatch space for Vmax = 110%, Vmin = 88%, fmax = 60.5, fmin = 
59.3, and Qf = 1. Under the three MMS assumptions and using reference [15], the NDZ (‘red box’ above) 

can be created for the microswitch’s passive IDM – UOV and UOF. The results above of the microgrid 
NDZ, in extending the MMS assumptions to microgrids, are tenuous. The point of showing this NDZ space 
is to present that the general phenomenon of NDZs will still exist for microgrids, but also this MMS NDZ 
is neither specific nor generally correct in describing microgrid related passive IDM operation (due to the 

tenuous grounds of the unity power factor assumption). No method to show specific microgrid passive 
IDM failure boundaries (NDZs) has ever been proposed or calculated.  

Equations from Reference [15] Below 
(The equations below define the NDZ ‘red box’ above.) Calculations for Given Conditions 
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Under the circumstances described here, where the unity power factor 

assumption cannot be assumed, the MMS extension to microgrids must be understood to 

be a tenuous one. Generally, the MMS shown in Figure 22 should be seen as explaining 

one point and one point only – the NDZ of a microgrid with passive IDMs at the 

microswitch will be present, but the specific boundary locations of this NDZ are not 

known accurately. Even though this microgrid NDZ appears relatively small, its exact 

size is unknown at this time. In the literature, no mismatch space or load parameter space 

has even been extended for use under microgrid conditions (i.e. without the unity power 

factor assumption). This MMS and LPS extension could provide a potential research area 

for future academic study. For describing microgrid NDZs, at least, the need for an 

extension like this would be very important, but goes beyond the scope of this thesis.   

3.2 Harmonic Analysis #1 – Microgrid PCC 

By understanding the results of the incorrect and correct operation of the 

microswitch’s current passive IDM, one can see that a better islanding indicator and 

method is necessary. For the UOV and UOF passive IDMs, the islanding indicator is 

either the voltage or frequency deviation – a deviation going out-of-bounds. The group of 

UW microgrid researchers theorized that harmonic information at the PCC might produce 

a better islanding indicator. The next series of results shows the simulations resulting 

from this hypothesis. The 3rd, 5th, and 7th harmonic magnitudes of voltage and current 

where measured at the grid connection of the microgrid (see Fig. 4). Fundamentals are 

also shown. Results for harmonic voltage and current information are given for three 

cases where the firing angle of the microswitch is varied (α = 0, α = 5, and α = 10).  The 
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tests will be operated at the most difficult disconnection point – when the microgrid is 

completely feeding the RLC active power at 3 seconds, while the grid gives 0kW 

(isthmus condition). This condition is the same one shown in Figure 20 at 3 seconds for 

the passive IDM test giving the incorrect operating result.  

 
Figure 23. Harmonic voltage analysis at the PCC between the microgrid and grid for α = 0. 
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Figure 24. Harmonic voltage analysis at the PCC between the microgrid and grid for α = 5. 
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Figure 25. Harmonic voltage analysis at the PCC between the microgrid and grid for α = 10. 
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Figure 26. Harmonic current analysis at the PCC between the microgrid and grid for α = 0. 
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Figure 27. Harmonic current analysis at the PCC between the microgrid and grid for α = 5. 
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Figure 28. Harmonic current analysis at the PCC between the microgrid and grid for α = 10. 
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In Figures 23 to 28, three general areas can be allocated as the operational 

zones with respect to the entire 5-second simulation timeframe. Generally, from 0 to ~1.6 

seconds, the microgrid is an island, unconnected from the grid. Information in this zone is 

attributable to the grid voltage and frequency simulation model. In the second zone from 

~1.6 to 3 seconds, the grid and microgrid synchronize, showing transient behavior which 

diminishes to a steady state. Measurement information in this zone is attributable to the 

interaction of the microgrid and grid, specifically the flow of reactive and active power 

between the two electrical systems due to the ‘sink’ nature of the grid and the RLC load 

for 1547 testing purposes. Finally, in the third zone from 3 to 5 seconds, the microgrid 

and RLC are disconnected from the grid (at 3 seconds), leaving the microgrid to feed the 

RLC load through the microswitch. Measurement information here is attributable to the 

microgrid’s interaction with the RLC load.  

Again operation at the 3-second mark for Figures 23 to 28 is the same as the 

operation in Figure 20 at 3 seconds. More specifically, the microgrid completely supplies 

active power the RLC load, while the grid is in ‘isthmus’ mode, provides no active power 

support (0kW), and in this mode the grid disconnects while the microgrid continues to 

feed the RLC load. This operating point at the time of grid connection is thought to be the 

most difficult scenario for islanding detection methods of any type, especially passive 

methods. Figures 23 to 28 try to show harmonic information changes during and after the 

3-second mark possibly showing a ‘grid disconnection signature,’ and allowing the 

islanding status of the microgrid to be known for all circumstances, at least theoretically.  
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From the results, given in Figures 23 to 28, a number of conclusions can be 

reached. First, the harmonic voltage magnitudes (3rd, 5th, and 7th) are on the order of 

0.001 per unit, while harmonic current magnitudes are on the order of 0.1 per unit. 

Second, the harmonic voltage magnitudes increase at the 3-second disconnection event. 

Current decreases at the 3-second disconnection event. Third, the 5th harmonic voltage 

magnitude after the 3-second mark increases more drastically than either the 3rd or 7th 

harmonic voltage magnitude variation after the 3-second mark. The 3rd harmonic voltage 

magnitude is more greatly affected by synchronization transients between 1.6 to 3 

seconds. These affects pose problems for establishing a unique indicator showing a ‘grid 

disconnection signature.’ The 7th harmonic voltage magnitude is smaller than the 5th 

harmonic voltage, but about the same order of magnitude (~0.001 per unit). The 5th 

harmonic voltage magnitude was identified as a candidate for further investigation.  

3.3 Harmonic Analysis #2 – Microgrid PCC 

Harmonic analysis #1 assumes an ideal grid voltage source. While this 

assumption is nice in the simulation world, in the physical world, it happens only in 

highly controlled conditions. For this reason, it will also be important to identify the 

harmonic values associated with a model that can take into account these experimentally 

measured voltage harmonic effects. In sections 4.1 and 4.2, experimental data for 

harmonics of the grid side voltage are measured. The measured values in per unit are 

given in Tables 11 and 12. For this harmonic analysis #2 section, harmonic voltage 

values from Table 11 will be used in the simulation model. Understanding how these 

existing voltage harmonics affect the system will assist in the formation of other IDMs.  
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Figure 29. Harmonic voltage analysis at the PCC between the microgrid and grid for α = 0 during the 

conditions of existing voltage harmonics on the grid side (3rd and 5th existing voltage harmonics) 
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Figure 30. Harmonic voltage analysis at the PCC between the microgrid and grid for α = 5º during the 

conditions of existing voltage harmonics on the grid side (3rd and 5th existing voltage harmonics) 
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Figure 31. Harmonic voltage analysis at the PCC between the microgrid and grid for α = 10º during the 

conditions of existing voltage harmonics on the grid side (3rd and 5th existing voltage harmonics) 
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Figure 32. Harmonic current analysis at the PCC between the microgrid and grid for α = 0º during the 

conditions of existing voltage harmonics on the grid side (3rd and 5th existing voltage harmonics) 
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Figure 33. Harmonic current analysis at the PCC between the microgrid and grid for α = 5º during the 

conditions of existing voltage harmonics on the grid side (3rd and 5th existing voltage harmonics) 
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Figure 34. Harmonic current analysis at the PCC between the microgrid and grid for α = 10º during the 

conditions of existing voltage harmonics on the grid side (3rd and 5th existing voltage harmonics) 
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3.4 Expanded Harmonic Simulation Analysis – Five Cases 

Harmonic analysis of Sections 3.2 and 3.3 focused only the general occurrence of 

a small subset of voltage and current harmonics (3rd, 5th, and 7th). This general harmonic 

information was parsed, showing that the harmonic information, although small on the 

per unit scale, may be appropriate as an islanding indicator. More investigation is needed 

to verify such statements. The next section outlines 5 cases of microgrid and grid 

interaction in terms of active power flow between the two systems. Although IEEE 1547 

is only concerned with distributed resource active power export cases, more energy flow 

states are possible. These tests seek to show that using one of the harmonics analyzed, the 

5th HVM, will result in the ability to make a general statement about the use of harmonics 

for islanding detection. The simulations for the 5th HVM are completed under ideal grid 

voltage conditions.  

3.4.1 Simulation Conventions 

Active power import and export convention for this section are given in Figure 35. 

POV stands for ‘point of view.’ 

 
 

Figure 35. Block diagram of the IEEE 1547 circuit for unintentional islanding testing with the 
corresponding active power directional conventions to be used for the simulations in this chapter  
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3.4.2 Grid, Microgrid Active Power Export/Import Conditions 

The cases of Table 10 describe the 5 simulation types to be analyzed with respect 

to the active power export, import, or isolate conditions from both the microgrid and grid 

perspective. Although the ‘grid isolate (‘isthmus’) and microgrid export’ condition is the 

most important with respect to the islanding detection methodology, all five of these 

cases are given for completeness.  

Table 10. Simulation cases #1-#5 are given below. 
Grid  Exports Imports Isolates 

Exports #1 #4 #5 
Imports #2 X X Microgrid 
Isolates #3 X X 
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#1 – Grid Exports and Microgrid Exports 

Under this first case, both the grid and the microgrid are exporting active power to 

the RLC load as shown in Figure 36. The active power required from the load is 6kW, 

where both the grid and the microgrid are supplying 3kW. Figure 37 and 38 show the 

resulting 5th HVM change over time. For this simulation, and the simulations to be 

discussed in the next four cases, three zones can generally be seen over the course of the 

5-second simulation. First, between 0 to ~1.6 seconds, the microgrid is islanding. Second, 

synchronization occurs at ~1.6 seconds, resulting in some transient behavior, but leading 

to a steady-state condition by the third second. At the 3-second mark, the grid is 

disconnected from the microgrid and RLC system, leaving the microgrid to feed the RLC 

system through the microswitch. At 3 seconds, a well-defined increase in the 5th HVM 

can be seen. Under these conditions, the 5th HVM may be useful as an islanding 

indicator, although this is not the worst-case situation. Finally, variations in the alpha-

angle do not seem to play a distinctive role.  

 

 
 

Figure 36. Diagram for simulation case #1 under the grid export and microgrid export condition. Both 
systems provide active power to the three-phase RLC load.  
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Figure 37. Simulation case #1 when the grid exports and microgrid exports active power to the RLC load. 
From 0-1.6 seconds the microgrid is an island. At 1.6s, the microgrid synchronizes, connecting to the RLC 

load and grid. At 3s, the grid disconnects, leaving the microgrid to feed the RLC load through the 
microswitch. 

 
Figure 38. “Zoomed-in” y-axis view of Fig. 21, showing the difference between the islanded, grid-

connected and grid-disconnected (but feeding the RLC load) case, and the difference with respect to alpha 
angle changes – the y-axis is on the order of 10-3 
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#2 – Grid Exports and Microgrid Imports  

For the second case, the grid completely supports the active power requirement of 

the RLC load up until the 3-second mark, providing all 6kW and even allowing the 

microgrid to import 3kW from the grid. At 3 seconds, the grid disconnects, leaving the 

microgrid ‘in-charge’ of filling in the active power requirement of the RLC load. A large 

power burst rushes from the microgrid to the RLC load after grid disconnection. This 

event’s effects are present in Figures 40 and 41, resulting in a spike in the 5th HVM. 

Although this spike takes place, the 5th HVM falls quickly to a larger overall magnitude. 

Due to the difference in values before and after grid disconnection at 3 seconds, the 5th 

HVM could be used under this case as an islanding indicator. Finally, the change in alpha 

angle is present, although the differences are not very large. As the alpha angle increases, 

the final magnitude of the 5th HVM after grid disconnection increases in this simulation.  

 

 
 

Figure 39. Diagram for simulation case #2 for the grid export and microgrid import condition. Only the grid 
provides active power to the three-phase RLC load until it is disconnected. 
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Figure 40. Simulation case #2 when the grid exports active power to the RLC load and microgrid imports 

active power. From 0-1.4 seconds the microgrid is an island. At 1.4s, the microgrid synchronizes, 
connecting to the RLC load and grid. At 3s, the grid disconnects, leaving the microgrid to feed the RLC 

load through the microswitch. In-rush occurs at 3s from the microgrid to the RLC load, which is due to the 
now absent active power from the grid. 

 
Figure 41. “Zoomed-in” y-axis view of Fig. 24, showing the difference between the islanded, grid-

connected and grid-disconnected (but feeding the RLC load) case, along with the difference with respect to 
thyristor alpha angle changes. The y-axis is on the order of 10-3. 
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#3 – Grid Exports & Microgrid Isolates 

The third case studied involves the microgrid being in the ‘isthmus’ condition. 

The grid is exporting active power to feed the required resistive load of the RLC load 

bank, while the microgrid, still connected, provides no active power up to the point of 

grid disconnection. At the 3-second mark, the grid disconnects, leaving only the 

microgrid connected to the load. The microgrid then increases its power output in order 

to carry this load. The result of doing this act is an in-rush of power from the microgrid to 

the RLC load. The spike in the 5th HVM shows the effect of this in-rush. Because the 

microgrid is left carrying the RLC load, the 5th HVM increases to value that is larger than 

the ones before 3 seconds. This difference may be unique enough to use the 5th HVM as 

the islanding indicator under the simulated conditions. Finally, the changes in alpha show 

only minimal differences in this simulation run.  

 

 
 

Figure 42. Diagram for simulation case #3 for the grid export and microgrid isolate condition (isthmus). 
Only the grid provides active power to the three-phase RLC load until it is disconnected, allowing in-rush 

from the microgrid to the RLC load. 
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Figure 43. Simulation case #3 when the grid exports and microgrid isolates active power to the RLC load. 
From 0-1.6 seconds the microgrid is an island. At 1.6s, the microgrid synchronizes, connecting to the RLC 
load and grid, but the microgrid in steady state, does not supply active power to the RLC. At 3s, the grid 

disconnects, leaving the microgrid to feed the RLC load through the microswitch, after a large in-rush from 
the microgrid occurs (as one can see occurs through the resulting impulse of the third harmonic voltage 

magnitude at 3s). 

 
Figure 44. “Zoomed-in” y-axis view of Fig. 33, showing the difference between the islanded, grid-

connected and grid-disconnected (but feeding the RLC load) case, along with the difference with respect to 
thyristor alpha angle changes.  
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#4 – Grid Imports & Microgrid Exports 

Case four involves a large active power export from the microgrid. For this case, 

the microgrid completely supplies the active power requirement from the RLC load 

(6kW), while exporting 3kW to the grid, which imports this additional power. Small 

magnitude increases are seen in Figures 46 and 47 after synchronization, but they are 

acute compared to the 5th HVM levels after the grid disconnects at 3 seconds. Unlike the 

previous case where the spike in the 5th HVM resulted from in-rush, this spike in Figs. 46 

and 47 results from the sudden decrease in active power exported from the microgrid. 

Again, for the conditions simulated in this case, the 5th HVM seems to be unique enough 

to form an islanding indicator due to the relatively distinct nature of its magnitude change 

at 3 seconds. Finally, as the alpha angle increases so to does the 5th HVM over the 5 

seconds simulation. Here, different levels are present showing the introduction of 

harmonics due to the disruptions from the microswitch’s thyristor bridge firing.   

 

 
 

Figure 45. Diagram for simulation case #4 for the grid import and microgrid export condition. Only the 
microgrid provides active power to the three-phase RLC load before and after grid disconnection. 
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Figure 46. Simulation case #4 when the grid imports and microgrid exports active power to the RLC load. 
From 0-1.65s seconds the microgrid is an island. At 1.65s, the microgrid synchronizes, connecting to the 

RLC load and grid, and at steady state the microgrid is completely feeding the active power required by the 
RLC and export the rest to the grid. At 3s, the grid disconnects, leaving the microgrid to feed the RLC load 

by itself through the microswitch. 

 
Figure 47. “Zoomed-in” y-axis view of Fig. 29, showing the difference between the islanded, grid-

connected and grid-disconnected (but feeding the RLC load) case, along with the difference with respect to 
thyristor alpha angle changes. The y-axis is on the order of 10-3. 
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#5 – Grid Isolates & Microgrid Exports 

Case five is a simulation of the most difficult situation for any passive or active 

IDM. Figure 20 shows this same condition for UOV and UOF. Here, the microgrid 

completely supports the active power requirement of the RLC load, while the grid gives 

no active power to this load (at 3 seconds). The grid is in its ‘isthmus’ mode (connected, 

but no active power flows from the grid). At 3-seconds, the grid disconnects, leaving the 

microgrid to still carry the load as before, essentially unchanged from an active power 

perspective. Although this active power view may be true, with the grid’s departure, the 

PCC loses some voltage stiffness and reactive power ‘sink’ support, which affects the 

harmonic dynamics. As the increase in the 5th HVM shows at the 3-second mark, 

islanding can be ‘discovered’ by identifying the magnitude change under the conditions 

simulated. Again, alpha angle changes have some magnitude effects. 

 

 
 

Figure 48. Diagram for simulation case #5 for the grid isolate and microgrid export condition. Only the 
microgrid provides active power to the three-phase RLC load before and after grid disconnection. This case 
is the ‘worst-case’ scenario for any islanding detection method. The grid is not providing any active power 

to the RLC load, but does provide voltage stiffness and reactive power sink support for the microgrid.  
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Figure 49. Simulation case #5 when the grid isolates and microgrid exports active power to the RLC load. 
From 0-1.65s seconds the microgrid is an island. At 1.65s, the microgrid synchronizes, connecting to the 

RLC load and grid, and at steady state the microgrid completely feeds the RLC load’s active power 
requirement, and does not export any active power to the grid. At 3s, the grid disconnects, leaving the 

microgrid to feed the RLC load through the microswitch. 

 
Figure 50. “Zoomed-in” y-axis view of Fig. 32, showing the difference between the islanded, grid-

connected and grid-disconnected (but feeding the RLC load) case, along with the difference with respect to 
thyristor alpha angle changes. The y-axis is on the order of 10-3. 
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 The five cases above illustrate the five different energy flow modes or 

possibilities available between the grid and the microgrid under the IEEE 1547 circuit 

arrangement. All the cases show that, upon further review of the possible islanding 

indicator, the 5th HVM has potential to show a ‘grid disconnection signature’ or an 

indicator that only gives the information that an island has formed and nothing else. Even 

as this potential stands against the background of these additional test cases, definitive 

proof that the 5th HVM is a true islanding indicator cannot yet be designated. Under 

simulation conditions, additional cases will need to be completed to verify that the 5th 

HVM is a ‘true’ islanding indicator. These cases, presented in the next section (3.3.3), 

will contrast grid disconnection against other events in order to show if the 5th HVM is a 

true islanding indicator, only standing for utility grid disconnection, and nothing else.   

3.4.3 Comparison Cases and Their Harmonic Effects 

Comparison cases, presented here, are needed in addition to the previous analyses. 

Because harmonic events in electrical grids are common, tests need to show that the 5th 

HVM’s increase at grid disconnection shows just one thing – islanding – and nothing 

else. If the 5th HVM changes in similar ways to other cases as what has been documented 

for the islanding case, then the 5th HVM would be useless as an indicator. The 

simulations conducted in this section 3.4.3 are for the ideal grid voltage case. For this 

next analysis changes in R, L, and C at the PCC were conducted, and results for 5th HVM 

were documented. Figures 51, 52, and 53 show the one-line diagrams for the three cases. 

In each case three-phase R, L, or C components were added to the PCC in parallel with 
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the original RLC, effectively doubling the value of R, L, or C for that simulation case. 

The same R, L, and C equations from Figure 2 were used for the additional components.  

 
Figure 51. Simulation block diagram showing additional three phase resistive load connection at PCC 

 
Figure 52. Simulation block diagram showing additional three phase inductive load connection at PCC 

 
Figure 53. Simulation block diagram showing additional three phase capacitive load connection at PCC 
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Figure 54. Comparison of grid disconnection at 3 sec. to R, L, or C connection at 3 sec. for the α = 0 case 

 
Figure 55. Comparison of grid disconnection at 3 sec. to R, L, or C connection at 3 sec. for the α = 5 case 

 
Figure 56. Comparison of grid disconnection at 3 sec. to R, L, or C connection at 3 sec. for the α = 10 case  
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 Results from the R, L, or C connections are given in Figures 54, 55, and 56 for 

the alpha angle cases of α = 0, 5, and 10. Because this simulation was run in general 

terms for non-specific R, L, or C blocks, these simulations can be interpreted as modeling 

the addition of resistive loads (other pieces of electrical equipment), motor (inductive) 

loads, or capacitor banks (“cap banks”) as seen in some instances in the grid. For each 

alpha angle case, the grid disconnection is distinct, rising to a certain magnitude and 

sustaining this level over the duration of the simulation. When R, L, or C loads are 

attached to the PCC at 3 seconds, the result is a short duration spike in the 5th HVM. This 

spike retreats quickly, going back to a similar value seen before the 3-second mark. The 

difference in the 5th HVM result between the disconnection and connection cases is 

evident.  

 The difference is due to the availability of desired grid properties (or services). 

The grid is able to sink reactive power from the microgrid and provide voltage (and 

frequency) stiffness due to inertial prime movers ‘upstream’. When the grid is 

disconnected, the 5th HVM rises to a new, higher level due to the presence of harmonics 

in the microgrid system. When the grid is connected and the R, L, or C banks are added 

to the PCC in addition to the existing RLC load bank, the effects on the 5th HVM are 

transient, affecting the magnitude of the 5th harmonic, but immediately retreating to 

nearly the previous magnitude value. With the grid connected, the grid can support these 

reactive power additions at the PCC and outside the microgrid.  

 These tests show the 5th HVM is still a good indicator of islanding even with 

comparing it to other events occurring at the PCC.  
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3.5 Proposed Microswitch Active IDM – Explanation  

From the results shown above, harmonics in some instances can be good islanding 

indicators. For now, until further simulation, experimentation, and outside party 

verification can attest to the complete uniqueness an individual harmonic as an islanding 

indicator, such individualized designation as such should be deemed ‘pending’. Until 

other parties can complete additional studies and lab tests, a general harmonic-based IDM 

must first be expanded upon here. Below, in Figure 57, the proposed IDM is produced as 

a state diagram flow chart. This method is to be implemented in the microswitch’s 

controls in the simulated microgrid.  

 
Figure 57. The proposed state diagram flow chart describing the islanding detection method to be proposed 
for implementation at the microswitch of the simulated microgrid. The goal in implementing this IDM is to 

succeed where the original passive IDMs (UOV and UOF) failed (i.e. see Figure 16). 

This IDM works in three board sections. First, the grid side, voltage or current 

value for one phase is measured and passed to the harmonic magnitude (HM) calculation 

block. After calculation, the second step inverts the HM and compares this value to a 
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threshold value, which is a function of the microswitch’s alpha angle. In addition, the 

alpha angle is a function of a controllable voltage, set by the operators. Finally, after the 

threshold is measured over the course of a given time during, a disconnection signal will 

assert starting the microgrid disconnection sequence, resulting in separation from the 

grid. Using comparable (but also assumed) harmonic differences – microgrid (low 

harmonics) & grid (higher harmonics – non-ideal source), this IDM seeks to be readily 

programmable in the microswitch’s control scheme. Results from this implementation in 

the simulated microswitch are given in the following section.  

3.6 5th HVM IDM Simulation Results 

The harmonics-based IDM proposed above seeks to do the following: succeed in 

identifying the islanding condition under the situation where the existing passive IDMs 

(UOV and UOF) fail to do so. This situation exists under the most difficult condition – 

when the grid does not provide the active power required by the RLC load at the PCC. 

Figure 20 documents when the existing passive microswitch IDMs fail to correctly 

identify the islanding condition during the unintentional islanding test. Figure 58, on the 

other hand, shows the same test condition as Figure 20, but with the harmonics-based 

IDM implemented instead of UOV and UOF. Here, the HVM IDM correctly identifies 

the islanding condition using the 5th HVM as an example, disconnecting the microgrid 

from the grid. The breaker status falls to 0 (i.e. microgrid separation to the island state) 

shortly after grid disconnection. Because harmonic magnitudes have been shown to be 

‘good’ islanding indicators, its operation should be fairly robust to other events that may 

effect any of the harmonic magnitudes, but do not occur due to grid disconnection (i.e. 
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they occur for other reasons like R, L, or C connection to the PCC).  Although this 

method works during simulation, generalizing the statement “the HVM IDM will always 

identify islanding and result in microgrid disconnection” needs caveats.  

 
Figure 58. Simulation results showing the correct operation of the HVM IDM implemented at the 

microswitch in the microgrid simulation model using the 5th HVM. Here, this IDM succeeds where the 
other passive microswitch IDMs (UOF and UOV – see Figure 16) failed. The microgrid disconnects from 

the utility immediately after the grid is interrupted (disconnected) at 3 seconds.  
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3.7 Caveats – Harmonics for IDMs  

The first caveat is this; the proposed microswitch IDM seems to work well for 

indicating an islanding condition when used for electrical networks with low ambient 

harmonics. This condition of low harmonics in the existing microgrid network is 

modeled in simulation #2 above. The proposed microswitch IDM flow chart assumes that 

the existing microgrid harmonics are much lower than the harmonics of the non-ideal (i.e. 

real world) grid connection. This difference gives the reasoning behind the inversion of 

the measured harmonic magnitude. When inverted the harmonic magnitude will ‘step-up’ 

rather than ‘step-down,’ giving a more intuitive feel to what an indicator of something 

(here, islanding) should look like. If the harmonics on both sides of the microswitch (grid 

and microgrid) are very equal or if the grid is very close to an ideal source then this 

method breaks down or must be modified (possibly using HM instead of HM-1). 

There are two avenues for this theoretical caveat for this microswitch IDM. First, 

the microgrid would need to use another method for islanding detection in the case of 

method breakdown. Second, the microgrid might consider connecting to the grid at some 

other point where harmonics are much higher, or modifying the microgrid system to 

decrease the existing harmonics if possible, creating the effect of a noticeable difference 

in harmonics between the two systems.  

In the end, a clear dependency must be realized: the operation of this proposed 

microswitch IDM is dependent on existing harmonic conditions at the PCC without the 

microgrid. If the PCC has significant (but manageable) harmonics, then this IDM may 
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work well. If harmonics were similar on both sides of the microswitch, then other 

IDMs would be needed for giving the ‘islanding status’ of the microgrid. 

The second caveat is this: the harmonic calculations must be very precise. The 

harmonic magnitudes of the systems can be very small. Changes in these harmonics, 

voltage or current, might be difficult to determine if the correct equipment is not used to 

measure its existing magnitude, and change in magnitude due to grid disconnection.  

3.8 Concluding Remarks 

Harmonic voltage or current magnitudes were shown to be a ‘good’ islanding 

indicators. When the grid is disconnected from the RLC load and the microgrid, the 

harmonics may change in predictable ways. These predictable changes are used for 

islanding detection. The harmonics shown above were shown to be fairly robust in 

indicating the islanding condition, especially the voltage harmonics. When compared to 

other events at the PCC like R, L, or C connections, the grid disconnection event’s 

resulting effect on one example harmonic voltage magnitude, the 5th HVM, could still be 

clearly seen. The 5th HVM was used as an example, but other voltage or current 

harmonics could be substituted in its place for detection.  

The harmonics-based IDM studied in this section, as predicted by the theory 

extension, should be readily applicable to the microswitch scenario. As the simulations 

show, using harmonics as islanding indicators can work. This passive method, where 

harmonics are used for the IDM, is not new. As described in previous sections, passive 

methods are ‘technology neutral,’ so extending them to the microswitch should be 

theoretically possible.  
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The harmonic method works well because of differences between the utility 

grid and the microgrid. The utility grid can have various harmonics present, while the 

microgrid will generally have high-grade power with few harmonics. For an IDM using 

harmonics to work, a difference in harmonic quantities must be inherently present. For 

example, the grid must have higher harmonics than the microgrid. When the grid breaks 

away from the PCC, the harmonics will change from the grid ones to the microgrid ones, 

allowing the change in magnitude of the harmonics to be used for islanding detection.  

 From the use of this difference in harmonics, a general harmonic IDM was 

created to guide the implementation of this IDM into simulation. This general harmonic 

IDM can be used in situations where the grid is known to have higher harmonics than the 

microgrid. The proposed IDM used the inverse of the calculated harmonic magnitude as 

the islanding indicator. The inverse is used because the microgrid harmonics are lower 

than the grid harmonics, so when the inverse of these low values is taken they will be 

greater than the grid harmonics, which will be lower due to the inversion. This method 

gives a clean islanding indicator. During the simulation work, the 5th HVM was chosen to 

be the example harmonic value for islanding detection using the general method. Other 

harmonic magnitudes could be used as well. The implemented harmonic IDM using the 

5th HVM was implemented in the simulation and found to work as planned. When the 

grid disconnected, the islanding indicator (the 5th HVM) drop to a lower absolute value, 

but rose in value under the inverse calculation, resulting in the threshold being passed and 

the disconnection switch unlatching the microgrid from the area EPS. Experimental 

results must now be presented to verify the simulation’s claims.  
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Chapter 4   Experimental Work & Results 
 

Many facets of this extension of islanding detection theories and methods to 

microgrids have been completed in the preceding chapters. Historical context showed the 

place in the literature and industry where this topic lives. Theoretically, old 

conceptualizations were extended to microgrids while new formulations of principles and 

concepts were formed. These theories led into the simulation work for this thesis. Basic 

passive methods already built into the SEL 547 were modeled for a microgrid. The 

strengths and weaknesses of the UOV and UOF methods were seen and documented 

through the simulation work. The need for better IDMs at the microswitch was ever 

present. Through hypothesis, the UW researchers desired to examine the harmonics at the 

PCC of the microgrid to gain knowledge and information about what changes would be 

seen at this point of connection. The theoretical extension predicts that voltage and 

current harmonics should be useful in islanding detection because their changes and use 

in IDMs is ‘technology neutral’. It was documented that the changes in harmonics do 

have useful changes that can be used for islanding detection. Harmonics can be used for 

islanding detection because of differences in harmonic quality of the grid and the 

microgrid. The microgrid and grid are both essentially imperfect systems with differences 

in harmonic content between the two. Using these differences in harmonics to an 

advantage, a harmonics-based IDM was proposed. To verify that the harmonic 

differences exist in the real microgrid, experimental work will now be completed. The 

goal of this experimental work is to show the harmonic qualities of the grid connection at 
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the PCC, and the harmonic qualities of the microgrid (through analysis of the 

microsources). If harmonic differences exist, the proposed microswitch IDM using 

harmonics has a great possibility of being useful for the UW microgrid system. 

Implementation of this harmonics-based IDM would have to be conducted in future 

work. This experimental work focuses on the study of harmonics in the microgrid and 

grid-connected microgrid systems with a layover in the effects of the microswitch on 

resistive and RLC loads. The laboratory tests conducted verified that correct operation 

was achieved using the islanding detection methods at the microswitch under the 

unintentional islanding test of 1547 when then grid connection is opened. These tests 

begin with a study of open circuit conditions.  

4.1 Open Circuit Harmonics 

4.1.1 Open Circuit Harmonics – Utility Grid 

The first step in the process of understanding if the proposed harmonics-based 

IDM will work is to understand the existing conditions at the PCC of the UW microgrid. 

These existing physical conditions needs to be studied experimentally in order to 

understand the harmonic conditions present at this point. Figure 59 shows the test circuit 

used to study the harmonic voltage conditions. The utility grid connection at this PCC is 

480 VLL RMS. A variac was used to transform, step-down, this voltage to 208 VLL 

RMS in order to used the measurement tools available in the lab, i.e. the SEL 734P 

(which can measure all harmonics magnitude and phase up to the 50th).  
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Figure 59. PCC of UW Microgrid test circuit – a variac was used to decrease the voltage to 208 VLL RMS 

in order to measure the harmonic voltage conditions with the available measurement tools 

The resulting data paint a descriptive picture of what kind of system the microgrid 

connects to at the PCC. Figure 60 shows this picture. A significant third harmonic voltage 

is present at ~0.3 per unit for all three phases. The neutral point of the measurement was 

the neutral point of the y-connected variac, which is floating. Harmonic voltage 

magnitude measurements were made through the variac and measured by the SEL 734P 

unit. The open circuit grid harmonics give insight into the available connection at the 

PCC. 

 
Figure 60. Voltage harmonics at the PCC of the UW Microgrid during the open-circuit measurement test 

conducted at this point – a large unbalance is present and the third harmonic is non-negligible 
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For completeness of explanation, Table 11 gives the values associated with the 

magnitudes of the harmonics as shown in Figure 60. This table can assist in modeling 

because a UW Microgrid modeler can use it in order to understand more completely the 

harmonics seen by the microgrid at its PCC, although using the data would not be fully 

correct in a simulation model. Data from a microgrid in parallel operation would be the 

correct data to use, as presented later in this chapter. This understanding will help to more 

fully describe what events are occurring at or inside the UW microgrid. With this more 

complete understanding, better theories and methods could be developed by future 

researchers at UW for all WEMPEC microgrid projects.   

Table 11. This table gives the values associated with each phase of the grid connection at 
the PCC of the Microgrid as shown in Figure 50 

Harmonic Number VA VB VC 
1 0.9963 1.0031 1.0022 
3 0.2876 0.2890 0.2912 
5 0.0037 0.0015 0.0031 
7 0.0092 0.0061 0.0089 
9 0.0032 0.0038 0.0038 

 

4.1.2 Open Circuit Harmonics – Microsource Inverter 

For further open-circuit understanding, a harmonic measurement of on UW 

microsource was made. Results are shown in Figure 62 below. The microsource is an 

inverter-based source, using a DC source as input, and producing a 3-phase 480V LL 

RMS voltage at the output, resulting in a 208VLL RMS voltage after filtering and 

transforming. As one would expect from an inverter-based source, like the microsource, 

harmonic content is present but low in magnitude. The presence of this harmonic content 

results from the switch action of the inverter, but is subdued by the filter.  
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Figure 61. Diagram of one of the UW microsources – a DC source is inverted into 3-phase AC, which 
results in a 208VLL RMS voltage after filtering and transforming.  

 

 
Figure 62. Harmonic voltage magnitude results of the open-circuit measurement at the 208 VLL RMS 
voltage output of the microsource. Voltage harmonics, due to the switching action of the inverter are 

present, but are low in relation of the fundamental at 60 Hz.  
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4.2 Microswitch Resistive Load Test and Results 

To gauge the action of the microswitch’s firing angle on the voltage on the load 

side (microgrid side), two tests were conducted. First, a purely resistive load (heating-

element-based resistive load) was used as shown in Figure 63. The goal, here, was to 

analyze the change in the load voltage as a function of the α-angle (‘firing angle’). 

Second, a similar test was conducted, but for an RLC load. Again, the goal was to see 

what the measured values for voltage would be with changes in the microswitch’s firing 

angle. The results of these tests are given in the sub-sections below.  

4.2.1 Microswitch Resistive Load Test and Results - Resistive 

The next stage in developing a complete understanding of the experimental 

phenomenon occurring at the UW microgrid’s PCC is to attach a basic three-phase 

resistive load onto the microgrid side (load side) of the microswitch. This test seeks to 

build up from the open circuit test to show unique resistive load connection results. Each 

phase of the three-phase resistive load is about 40Ω. Figure 63 shows the test circuit used 

during the resistive load tests. The microswitch is attached to the utility grid through a 

variac and transformer. The variac is used to slowly bring up the voltage of the system to 

prevent in-rush current. The transformer steps-down the voltage from 480 VLL RMS to 

208 VLL RMS. The microswitch connects to this 208 VLL RMS line, and a resistive 

load is connected to the other side of the microswitch. Harmonic voltage measurements 

were taken at the “Grid Side VA” and “Resistive Load Side VA” points labeled in Figure 

63. This analysis was conducted in order to compare the harmonic voltage variations due 
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to the presence of the microswitch and its thyristor bridge SCRs. These SCRs fire at α 

= 8.46º by design. The α angle cannot go any lower, but can be raised to larger values.  

 
Figure 63. The test circuit for measuring the harmonic voltage changes on the grid side and the resistive 

load side of the microswitch 
 

 
Figure 64. This figure shows the harmonic voltage differences between the grid side VA and the resistive 

load side VA. The differences are present due to the firing angle of the microswitch thyristor bridges. 
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Table 12. This table compares the values of the grid side phase A voltage and the phase 
A voltage of the resistive load side, thus showing the effects of the microswitch thyristor 

bridge at an alpha angle of α = 8.46º 
Harmonic Number Grid Side VA Resistive Load Side VA 

1 1.0084 0.9992 
3 0.0029 0.0122 
5 0.0084 0.0214 
7 0.0082 0.0051 
9 0.0005 0.0109 

 The load voltage of the resistive load was also found to vary with changes in the 

microswitch’s α angle. This same phenomenon was not found to exist for the grid side 

connection. The lack of variation on the grid side is due to the voltage stiffness seen on 

that side of the microswitch. This voltage stiffness property could potentially be used to 

help the HVM IDM perform its function. The variation of the voltage harmonics of the 

load voltage is documented in Figure 65. Here, the 1st, 3rd, 5th, 7th, and 9th voltage 

harmonic changes are shown with respect to changes in the microswitch’s α angle.  

 
Figure 65. Variations in the resistive load voltage with respect to changes in the microswitch’s α angle 
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4.2.2 Microswitch Load Voltage Test and Results - RLC 

Similar tests were then conducted for the situation presented in Figure 66. Here, 

in contrast to the previous section, an RLC load is now in the place where the R load 

once existed. The goal, here, is to see the differences present between the R-load and 

RLC-load. The same test procedure as in the R-load tests was used again for this RLC-

load test. Results are shown in Figure 67. Unlike the resistive load, which does not have 

capacitors, the RLC load is able to support the voltage over the α-range.  

 
Figure 66. The test circuit for measuring the harmonic voltage changes on the grid side and the resistive 

load side of the microswitch 
 

 
Figure 67. Variations in the resistive load voltage with respect to changes in the microswitch’s α angle 
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4.3 Microgrid Parallel Operation 

The important experimental laboratory tests were conducted under microgrid 

parallel operation with the utility grid. It is in this configuration where the change in 

harmonic information will be present and measurable for the harmonics-based IDM 

described in this thesis. Although this IDM was proposed here, the implementation of this 

IDM was not completed in a final form. Other tests, relating to the existing IDM present 

on the firing board of the microswitch, were conducted, verifying correct operation in 

relation to the 1547 unintentional islanding test standard procedure for loss of utility 

connection. The tests conducted below include a harmonic measurement at the PCC of 

the microgrid with the utility under active power export, import, and isolate conditions 

without an RLC load present at the PCC. In addition, a test was conducted for the export 

condition with an RLC load at the PCC with the resulting voltage harmonics recorded.  

4.3.1 Microgrid Parallel Operation – Without RLC at PCC 

Parallel operation of the microgrid with the grid is shown in block diagram form 

in Figure 71. Under this testing setup, the harmonic voltage magnitudes were measured at 

the PCC without an RLC load at this point under grid active power export, import and 

isolate conditions. All three conditions were found to be indistinguishable with respect to 

each other when the voltage harmonics at any specific time where measured. This result 

assists the microgrid simulation modeler. During simulations, this information could be 

used to model the appropriate harmonics present in the system. Mapping the simulations 

with the physical measurements is essential for the modeling process.  
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Figure 68. Harmonic voltage magnitudes at the PCC of the microgrid to the grid without an RLC under the 

condition of active power export 

 
Figure 69. Harmonic voltage magnitudes at the PCC of the microgrid to the grid without an RLC under the 

condition of active power import 

 
Figure 70. Harmonic voltage magnitudes at the PCC of the microgrid to the grid without an RLC under the 
condition of active power isolation (no import or export – ‘isthmus’ condition, i.e. still connected to grid) 
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Figure 71. Block diagram showing lab setup for parallel operation 

 

4.3.2 Microgrid Parallel Operation – With RLC at PCC 

In extension, a similar test conducted in section 4.3.1 was repeated in this section, 

but with the addition of an RLC at the PCC (in compliance with the IEEE 1547 standard 

unintentional islanding test) and only for the grid isolate case (grid ‘isthmus’), while the 

microgrid exports and supports the active power requirement of the RLC load – the only 

case that the 1547 standard must deal with for compliance. Figure 72 shows the lab setup 

in block diagram form.     

 
Figure 72. Block diagram of the lab setup with the RLC load at the PCC 
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With the setup now readily transparent through the diagram presented in 

Figure 72, results showing the HVM measurements will clearly show the situation 

present at the PCC specifically for the UW microgrid. Voltage harmonics are present, 

albeit in small per unit terms for the 3rd, 5th, and 7th HVM. It is in the understanding of 

these measured magnitudes of microgrid-to-grid parallel operation in contrast with the 

HVMs present at the PCC in microgrid-islanded operation where the significance of the 

harmonics-based IDM really makes itself present. Only by having distinct differences in 

these harmonics will this proposed IDM based in harmonics ever successfully work. If 

harmonic differences between the microgrid-to-grid parallel operation and microgrid-

islanded operation don’t exist, the proposed harmonics-based IDM will not successfully 

disconnect the microgrid.  

 
Figure 73. HVM measurement results at the PCC with an RLC load showing the differences between this 
case and the case without an RLC load, specifically a higher 7th HVM and lower 5th seem to be present.  
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4.4 Microgrid Disconnection Testing 

To fully understand the harmonic variations arising from a grid disconnection 

situation, harmonic signatures at PCC following a grid disconnection must be physically 

conducted to compare with the measurement results indicated in Figure 73 with an RLC 

load. However, in attempting to perform the test to make such measurements, a 

serendipitous discovery was made in the laboratory as described further. 

4.4.1 Test Conducted 

The test that was conducted measured HVMs again during the test condition 

where the microgrid completely supported the active power requirement of the RLC load 

at the PCC. The grid was in the isthmus condition, where it did not provide any active 

power to the RLC load. Under this situation, the utility grid was disconnected at the 

utility switch at 480VLL RMS. This testing was done in close compliance with IEEE 

1547 standard unintentional islanding testing.  

4.4.2 SEL 547 Disabled 

In order not to impact the test case with the SEL 547’s IDMs, its UOV and UOF 

functions were disabled by disconnecting the SEL’s controls from the three-phase 

thyristor bridge. Therefore, for grid connection, manual synchronization using a toggle 

switch and oscilloscope was necessary. By disabling the islanding responsibility 

functions of the SEL-547, the microgrid may be nominally expected to continue 

supporting the RLC load through the microswitch even after grid disconnection. This 
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situation did not arise because of certain protection functions built into the three-

phase thyristor bridge’s firing board to provide phase loss sensing and protection.  

4.4.3 Firing Board – Phase Loss Sensing (PLS) 

The PLS on the firing board which produces the firing pulses is accomplished by 

generating and examining a triangle wave related to the three phase system waveforms to 

the thyristors [30]. When the three phase system waveforms deviate from their steady 

state symmetry, the monitoring triangle wave falls outside a certain, predefined window 

and the firing pulses are disabled, thus disconnecting the microgrid from the PCC. When 

a grid disconnection event occurs, the three phase system monitor triangular waveform 

extends outside the preset window, and disables the microswitch, leading to the activation 

of a serendipitous PLS-based IDM. The PLS IDM results in the disconnection of the 

microgrid from the RLC load within 1 cycle or about 17ms after the grid disconnection as 

may be observed from Figure 75. The microgrid itself continues to operate continuously 

through the utility disconnection and then microswitch disconnection events with 

minimal disturbance and/or distortion as may be observed in Figure 74. Due the PLS 

IDM feature, the desired tests to show harmonic information related to the harmonics-

based IDM proposed in this thesis could not be conducted. While this is rather 

disappointing in the context of showing the applicability of the proposed harmonics-

based IDM, the realization of a microswitch based IDM to fulfill the 1547 unintentional 

islanding test has been discovered in the process.  
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Figure 74. Voltage measurements on the microgrid-side of the microswitch – through disconnection the 

microsource still supports the local load and provides voltage to the microgrid in the correct way.  

 
Figure 75. The disconnection of the microgrid through the examination of the voltage at the grid-side of the 

microswitch. Disconnection occurs in about 1 cycle.  
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4.5 Concluding Remarks and Future Work 

The goal of this chapter was to show harmonic differences between the of the 

microgrid-to-grid parallel operation setup to the microgrid-islanded setup. This overall 

goal was not accomplished in full. A detour was taken instead. The results shown in this 

chapter verify the appropriate operation UW microgrid under the 1547 unintentional 

islanding test. This appropriate operation was the result of the discovery of the phase loss 

sensing method built into the firing board controls. 

The crux of this chapter is that laboratory tests were conducted and harmonic 

voltage magnitudes analyzed, but in the end the harmonics-based IDM proposed in this 

thesis was not fully implemented due to hardware constraints of the phase loss sensing on 

the firing board. Instead, the operation of a serendipitous PLS based IDM was verified for 

appropriate operation during one test type in the IEEE 1547 standard – the unintentional 

islanding test.  

In continuing this work, the operational features, limitations and applicability of 

the PLS based IDM will have to be modeled and design principles need to be established. 

As for the proposed harmonics-based IDM, it could be implemented for the UW 

microgrid along appropriate modifications to test protocols. Second, as shown in previous 

chapters, additional microgrid-centered analysis tools for non-detection zones for both 

passive and active IDMs could be created. Third, additional active IDMs for microgrids 

could be proposed, providing innovation in an area that has yet to see any contributions.  
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Conclusion 
 

Islanding detection methods are necessary for distributed generators from a 

regulatory point of view based in safety concerns. These IDMs are most prevalent in 

single distributed generators, but future small power systems, like microgrids, are more 

complex that this single DG setup. In extension, IDM theory must be modified to take 

these changes into account.  

This thesis started from existing IDM theory, discussing the scope of the literature 

on this subject. When looking at the existing literature in the context of microgrids, 

problems arose. A microgrid must have IDMs at the microswitch and not at individual 

microsources. Also, the microgrid does not operate at unity power factor at the PCC, 

which is another complicating factor. The existing theory had to be modified, and this 

thesis proposed three items useful in the analysis of microgrid IDMs. First, the existing 

hierarchy had to be modified to uncouple confounded ideas, splitting up the local IDMs 

into inverter, multi-inverter, and microgrid sections, which further broke down into active 

and passive methods each. Second, a conceptual test circuit was proposed as a tool for 

visualizing what the microgrid system would look like to the grid under the IEEE 1547 

standard in the abstract. Third, a CERTS/UW microgrid principle for microswitches was 

proposed called islanding responsibility, containing synchronization and islanding status 

subsections. Islanding responsibility is allocated to the microswitch at the microgrid 

level. 
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After the theory behind this work was detailed, extensive computer 

simulations were then conducted. The IDMs contained in the SEL 547 were used as a 

baseline. It was verified in the simulations, as shown in the literature, that the passive 

methods contained in the SEL 547 (UOV and UOF), have both correct detection and non-

detection zones. After this baseline was set, a hypothesis was used to propose further 

simulation, saying that the harmonic changes at the PCC may be unique during the 

‘parallel operation’ to ‘microgrid island’ conditions (i.e. disconnection of the microgrid 

and grid) to use in a future microgrid IDMs. The simulations found that the harmonic 

changes did in fact occur, and the harmonics-based IDM proposed was found to operate 

successfully where the baseline simulation of the SEL 547 unit failed.  

Laboratory work followed in order to study the harmonics at the PCC and verify 

if these harmonics were useful enough to show a ‘disconnection signature’. Open circuit 

tests were conducted in order to setup future work. Next, harmonic changes of the load 

voltage of an R or RLC load were conducted. These tests were setup to see how changes 

in the firing angle would affect the load voltage side of the microswitch. Then, parallel 

operation of the microgrid and grid was tested. In the end, the desired tests were unable to 

be conducted due to the presence of a serendipitous IDM in the firing board controls. 

This IDM may be termed phase loss sensing (PLS). Although the desired harmonic tests 

were not formally completed due to this complication, the phase loss sensing IDM was 

verified to work under the IEEE 1547 standard.  

There are many contributions from this thesis work to the body of IDM 

knowledge. First, the extended IDM theories to the microgrid case will be important for 
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defining future work in this microgrid IDM area. Specifically, the definition of 

islanding responsibility may play a role in future IEEE 1547 standard making in some 

form due to the desired to have the microswitch be responsible for the IDM and not any 

individual microsource. Second, from this theory it was found that all passive methods 

should be readily applicable to the microswitch. This result is helpful for designers 

hoping to create products in this area. Third, the area of active methods based at the firing 

board of the microswitch is open for research, development, and innovation. No active 

microswitch based methods have ever been proposed in the literature (PLS IDM realized 

in the firing board may be classified as a passive method). Fourth, new microgrid-

centered IDM analysis tools need to be created, and this area is also wide open for 

researchers to propose innovations. Specifically, the old analysis tools must be reworked 

under new microgrid assumptions like non-unity power factor at the PCC for instance. 

Finally, the harmonics-based IDM proposed here was found to work well in simulations. 

Work must still be completed in the lab to implement this IDM in hardware and verify its 

correct operation. 

Numerous IDMs exist, and many work well but their operation at the microgrid 

level still must be verified. Finding the right combination of IDMs for a specific 

application is key for regulatory requirements. For microgrids – a technology set that has 

not yet been fully deployed – the need for having microgrid-centered IDMs is ever 

present. This thesis hoped to shed light on this area, illuminating what theories exist, 

what theories can be proposed, what methods need to be improved, and what paths can be 

followed to find solutions.  
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